Aroostook county, with a soil equal if not superior
that of any other section of New England, uro
being settled very slowly. This is because immigration keeps pace with the iron rail, and will not
in any considerable numbers settle far beyond.
Build a railroad to this fertile region, and lands
which cannot be given away to settlers will be
eagerly sought after at a fair price. And in a
few years that country would contain a population
and tax-paying capacity that, with the increased
value of the products of the soil and forest would
soon pay the cost of the road and become a source
of wealth to the State. The importance of a sys.
tem of railway communication that will make accessible the timber and farming lands and develop,,
the other resources of this section of the State has
long been felt by our wisest men, and frequently
ami forcibly discussed by my predecessors. The
European and North American Hailway so shortens
the length of now a road necessary to make the immense resources of this part of the State accessible,
that we may well inquire whether some practical
means may not be devised to accomplish a work so
desirable. [ am convinced that the best way to
reduce the burden of the debt is to develops our
resources, give the people better facilities to make
motley and increase '.lie taxable property of the
State.
I have deemed it my duty to call attention to this
subject, and invoke the wisdom of the Legislature
upon its consideration.
The nu n who have furnished the means to build
railroads in Maine have relied upon the indirect advantages they ill common with others would receive
ralher than any direct income from the investment.
The interests of the masses of the people and the
stockholders ami managers of railroads ure nut neoeessarily antagonistic, ami it would be a great misfortune to the State if a spirit of antagonism should
spring up between them. We should avoid a railroad war in Maine if possible.
Railroads arc essential promoters of individual
prosperty ami national progress; and are entitled
to every
facility not inconsistent with the public
goo'l. It would not be wise for the State to grant
unlimited powers, or permit the consolidation of
railroad <" any other corporations to ail extent that
would, in any event, allow such consolidated interests to control the legislation ol the State. For
in mi h event, every other interest might be rendered subservient, and all guarantees useless.
A proper appreciation of, and a just regard for
tin' rights ot each, ami the interests of all, will, I
triisl, prevent any serious trouble in this regard.
to

farm, Garden, and Household,
'.FRUIT CULTURE.
In looking over the conn'ry, one ol'the things to
i,
lamented, is tin absence ol orchards, the many
favorite places and choice sites that would abund-

antly pH)- the

owner

lected and bare.

to cover with fruit trees, negproduces the

Our soil and climate

while, many of the small
The currant, the
plum, the gooseberry and grape, in sheltered nooks,
with careful culture, yields rich clusters to gladOrchards
den the eve, and captivate the heart.

apple in great perfection

equally

fruits are

ei

at

;

home.

THE KING’S DAUGHTER.
IIY REBECCA S. l’AI I REY

She wears no jewel upon hand or brow.
No badge by which she may be known of men,
lint though she walk in plain attire now,
She. is the daughter of n king; and when
Her lather calls her at hi* throne to wait,
She will be clothed as doth befit iier state.

in many instances started by the early settlers, and in some places their remains attest the
longevity of this hardy fruit. Hut in too many
sses these pioneers, through neglect and Impruwere

dence, have passed awav, and their vacancy has
not been replaced by orchards of later setting.
Many farms are destitute ol even apple trees,
md year after year passes, Spring and Autumn,

Her father sent her In his land to dwell,
Hiving to her a work that must be done;
And since the king loves all his people well,
Therefore she, too, cares for them, every one;
Thus when she stoops to lift from want and sin,
The brighter shines her royalty therein.

sced-tirm- and harvest, and -till the farmer neglects
It takes but a few years,
it fruit trees

She walks erect through dangers manifold.
While many sink and fall on either hand;
She dreads not Summer’s heat nor Winter’s cold,
For both are subject to the king’s command;
sin need not he afraid of anything,
because she is a daughter of the king.

careful culture and attention, to rear a
The time rolls rapidly on, and
slueiiw tree.
‘..dm!,! it C-.ieh war expanding wider and
,,
i,iytier, rich with promise of the golden fruit, an
oh let iif beauty and a thing of joy. In its branches
it,

Kwh when the angel comes that men call Death,
And inline with terror, it appals not her;
She turns to look on him with quickened breath,
Thinking it is the royal messenger,
Her hearL rejoices that her father calls
Her hack to live within the palace walls.

will carol the birds vve love; amid it- sheltering
liuil.l their nest- and rear their
arms will they
In its shadow vve m iv -it. as the sultry
v.ittug

pours from the cloudless sky its burning rays;
the purpling twilight, altei the toils of the
For though the land she dwells in is most lair,
m at and burden of the da' ,’’ while away a time of
Set round with streams, a picture in a frame.
out
and
is
g->
our
refill
re-1,
upthoughts
p
1 et often in her heart deep longings are
so
so
lair,
a
world.
the
nicer
of
ward to
For that imperial palace whence she came.
bright
seems any earthly tiling,
Our roekv hillsides and sunny vales, our gardens Not perfect quite
because she is a daughter of the king.
and our fields, might teem with abundant harvests
u

,on

in

fruit, each in ils season, from I lie delicious,
ihoueli bumble strawberry, to that prince among
the products of trees—the apple. It olnv wants a
tilth exertion, a little ambition and perseverance,

of

enable each

to

siipilv

To
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bo possesses an a re of ground.
only Idm'eii and family, but tie in-

one w

yard of some enterprising cultivator,
ith pleasure v iewed Ihe thrifty trees bending
under their load of noble ntssets. greenings, and
the many others whose beauty i- only equalled by
md

fruit

w

their excellence.
N Pure speaks out in
win 1
p;u,
iielieent 1 reator's
of the wise and
,e1 uutiiii 1
prov ision for man’s enjoyment, and mis*
Amid the rustling leaves these
li-naii. e, it is here.
limtreasures of the bough have rare beauties.
If lli-re is

strong

h

,wei

anv

ons

e

l

deep

in

green

settings,

Iheii

yellow,

sides, invite our gage and challenge
And dl may have ih. '-, all who
our admiration.
live amid the broad green stretches of the wide j
X.
e jiuilrv .or vv ho possess a garden pint.

blushing

or

Hints on Business for Brother Farmers.
you go.” )i von uu'l do that, liien pay
1 >•» not procrastinate,
at' the time agreed upon.
because people with w horn you deal know that, you
possess liicuns enough to make yon responsible,
and in your opinion, therefore, ought to overlook
The worst, paymasters
\ iii11’ want of punctuality.
arc those who obtain credit under false pretenses,
by impliedly holding out to their creditors a guarantee ot property qualiticutions, which, indeed,
f c* c\i*t, but which the possessor never dreams
•1 l- nd'Ting liable tor ins d‘*bls, provided he can
defer his payments in the >trength of ids *elf-asMimed responsibility. Tic* «• people moy readily
i»btuin <uedif tiian other* more deserving of it.
Every hard working mechanic ami country store
keeper eagerly vlieits their trade: banker- smile
on
them, and discount their gill edged paper,
until wearied with renewals, they no longer lem!
Tlic-v never think of paying their grocer
to them.
oftener than once a year, and not. then if wheat or
pork happens to be low priced.
Such men aie operators. They hold the products
of their farms over from season to season, because
prices are low. At such times they are greedy
borrowers of minute money from their neighbors
w!»" can ill afford to spare i>. Their bills, every\ failure in paving one debt
where, stand over.
f $100.00 causes other failure*, like tin- tic*! brick
in a row.
another
falling against
Pay a* you go,” or else live within your means,
fie- use of credit i* poor management. Interest
-sx per cent. ocats out the vitals of Industry,

‘•pay

■

as

<

pe.eittlly

is
i

deception

it
so

that lends

to

ruin.

!•'

eause

in

PEAR

TREE.

it, i;iii'.rv.

If you had been at our village on n certain
not many months ago, and had peered Into each and every residence you might,
at one of them, have seen half a dozen youngsters, lads and lasses, who had formed themselves into a kind ot social party, and who,
after the manner of lads and lasses, were
drinking deeply into all manner ot innocent
Prominent among them you
enjoyment.
might have observed a youngster of about
fifteen summers, whose silly actions evinced
that he was just beginning to consider himself a man, and lo fancy himself the great
centre round which each member of the social party desired to revolve, And a short
pause at the open window would have ronvinced yon that lie was not far wrong so far
as the latter was concerned ; lie was the real
centre of attraction at the time selected for
the opening of our story.

night,

habitants ol the cities and towns, with profit to
himself, and blessing to others, with the fruits
nilapti d to our’ lime, and s„ lavishly bestowed by
Nature, when propm elfort is made tose.mre this
priceless gift ot hers, often have vve ... in the
littfi

HAUNTED

".me,

saiua iuu

oieiuoeroi me

puny just

mentioned, addressing the hero of our first
paragraph, “you needn't try to deny it; you
are afraid of ghosts, so you are.”
“Fudge! Me afraid of ghosts! Why, I

wouldn't mind to go and sleep all night in
the graveyard."
“Oh, yes. you’re brave enough to hear you
talk,” spoke up another; “but it wouldn’t
hold good if put to the test. You wouldn’t
go to the graveyard now, and go inside the
fence, if any one would offer you ten dollars.”
“Not he, even if lie was ottered the whole
village,” said a third,
■Tsliaw ! ye’re all a gasin’,” continued the
innocent. “I’d just go there for nothing, and !
I’d as live do it as not. It you don’t believe |
it, I can show you.”
“Ilow?”
By going there.”
••Yes, yes; that’ll do t'ora rome-otV. If!
you were to start, who could tell after returning that you had been any nearer the
graveyard than you are now? You would
Hud it just its easy to go some other way, and
doubtless far more agreeable.”
“He’d want some of us to go along, to see
j whether or not he fulfilled his
promise.”
“O, yes, I guess he’d go to the graveyard
if some one would go with him.”
|1 “1 can
go alone, and if you say so I’ll do
| it

’poll honor.”
“Say.” exclaimed

of the

party, affecttaken with a new
j idea, “Fit toll you how we can test him. You
remember the largo pear tree in the grave,J
Well, it’s full this season, and the
yard
pears are now ripe and delicious. Let hint
take a basket and bring it back full of fruit;
then we shall know lie has been there, and
that the story of his superstitious fears is
without foundation.”
Poor Joe shook in his boots at this last
proposition ; but it was now too late to back
out.
The girl he loved best was a member
of the little party, and it would never do for
her to know that he was cowardly, lie was
completely trapped, and therefore his only
resource was to take tho basket, prepare for
the worst, and go it blind.
Our readers must have noticed the catch
ere this.
That old pear true, with its ripe,
mealy l'ruit, was creating quite a sensation
among the pear-loving youths of the vicinity
round about, especially the malo portion of
them. They longed to be enjoying the deliciIt i- sometimes said
A YaNKI.i: IVmvkin lMi
that it takes a Yankee l<» miik- a pumpkin pie, and ous treats which bountiful nature had placed
in store for some one; yet could not, owing
as 1 find they are made so different in these parts,
i will tell your lady peelers h w die Y nikees make to the fact that
they were ashamed to be seen
as
Stew the pumpkins as hm^r
them
po-sible, un- robbing the “village of the dead” in the day
til the jtiiee is all dried up; strain hrwiigli a eullentime, and afraid to do it after dark. But the
der, and add milk ami cream in a pr» per consist- little
party had settled upon a plan to get a
ency ; sweeten with halt sugar and hall molass*-".
add a 1 ittit- ginger; eggs are us»-i.-> liour make* bait of pears—and now for the result.
them pasty, and stewiim them and "training tieBefore proceeding with our story, however,
juice ami throwing it away take* oil* all the sweet- we must tell the reader that could lie have
est part of the pumpkin.
| Yankee in (icrmaittnwn been concealed somewhere
along the streets
Telegraph.
of our village at the time he was looking in
\ Skckki Wok in Knowing. An aide writer upon the little party, lie would have seen
i£' c.« utterance to this \ aluahie secret :
two dark figures passing near him, and heard
The looking forward to enjoyment don’t pay.
them discoursing in a low tone, somewhat as
t* >r what 1 know ot it. 1 would as soon chase lmttei lie s for a li\ ing, or bottle moonshine for a cloudy follows:
I swag, Dick, it s a rooted shame to let
night. The only way to be happy is to take the
di'-ps of happiness as (iod gives inem to U" every them peats go to waste when they can he hail
ut
be
our
lives.
The
must
learn
t<>
I
hoy
day
happy so .slick,
jest for the takin’."
while lie i- learning his trade; tie merchant while
“That’s so. and I jest believe we’re the
It In tails to Irani this
lie i" making hi" fortune.
What of we
art. he will he sure to mis* hi- enjoyment when h» boys what kin go and git ’em.
do see a ghost or two? They won’t meddle
gains what lie has sighed for.
with us cl' wo don’t meddle with them, and
i’he farmer who raises produce for a distant we won’t, you know.
They can’t eat pears;
market is limited to a few articles, .such as wheat, we kin, you know.
Besides, I don’t much
corn, rye, etc., which greatly exhaust the soil— believe in
ghosts, for L never seed onny, alwhile he who has a market, near at hand, can cultil’ete Grimes sc/, lie’s out about the
vate almost any product lor which his soil and though
And old Jane Fowler
climate ure adapted, and can him a thorough rota- pear tree, you know.
tion of crops, so necessary to preserve lie* vitality s“z the tree is lia’ntcd and was ha’nted afore
of the soil.
there was a grave on the hill, you know.”
“All bosh, Tom. Come with me, old boy,
ii should
Night-soil is a powerful fertilizer.
if you want some pears. Lot’s go down to
I*; mixed with at least ten-told of it" bulk of leaf
Langley’s and get a couple of bags. We’ll
mold I. peat, or loam.
strip the hist one of the mealies off, and bad
An Aw hi. Vk<><; Stoky.
A man named luck to the ghost that attempts to interfere
with us. Why sir, there never was a ghost
Southworth, living in Warren, Pennsylvania,
lias just ejected from his stomach a frog seen yet; I’d pledge my word on that. Come
which hud been living there for fifteen years! along, my hearty; never lear when Dick
Mr. Southworth has had a great deal of Finley is with you. He is willin’ to clean
trouble with that frog. It used to begin to out anything in the ghost line that may run
croak at the most unseasonable hours. When across your track.”
“All right. When there’s enny fun, or
Southworth would go to church, for instance,
ennythin’
good to cat on hand, Tom Scott’s
the frog would remain quiet until the
congregation engaged in quiet prayer, and then it allers in you know.”
And the reader would have lost sight of
*1 old set
up such a terilie howl that the sexthem in the darkness as they hurried on tot •!» would rush in and collar
Southworth, and
•liag him out to quiet down in the graveyard. wards the residence of Mr. Langley.
Sometimes the frog would
give a nocturnal
boronade after Southworth was last
doe, the victim, with basket in hand, fear
asleep
in bed, and then Southworth would
rise, as in his heart, and trembling in his frame,
mad as any thing, and seize a stomach
pump strode off with unsteady steps towards the
and try to draw the frog up. Hut the subtle
rep- village grave-yard; ami following him at a
tile had had that trick played on it too often dur- distance which rendered them safe from oband
he
fifteen
those
years,
ing
always shinned servation, might have been seen two male
out ot the
up the tube a piece,
draught, and members of the social party, not with baskets
waited until Southworth exhausted liimself. in hand or fear in their hearts, but with misSouthworth never fooled that lrog a great chief in their
eyes and laughter in their
And when frogs wen* in season, sleeves, doe readied the
deal.
gate of the cemeSouthworth used to fish for that one with a
tery—they reached the valley below the stopand
the
to
rise,
it
refused
llv
but
always
fly;
ping place of timid, noctural ramblers. Joe
buzzed around so in South worth’s alimentary kneeled down and offered
up a prayer for
to
canal that it nearly tickled Southworth
safety evil he ventured to raise tlio latch.
death. So Southworth had to wait until the They sat down and
gave vent to subdued
other day, when the frog
it would merriment at the
of how they should
thought,
thought
come up and go and see a friend; and when
Lighten him when lie came out. And that
it did come, Southworth killed it with a fork. was the dilieronce between them.
He says the frog used to eat twice as much
The victim reached his destination in safeas ho did ; but we have been
thinking it over, ty, ascended the tree, tilled the basket with
to
seems
us
and it
the statement must he expears, and was just making ready to scramble down again—when, h>! what should he
aggerated somehow.

i- not 1m d-'d until the a<< urnuhitiou becomes frightful. Ten per ''id. is not so
daltg'-r- i-. l.M'cau*" •■Vci. Ill* Ulo-; earole-s will
Ua*bu i.
pav the debt to rid bim-clf of the rat*1.
\ in m who has not witlnn liiiuscll the means,
business to engage in trade, There has
b- u an instance known of any person starting a bu in ess in our Povti upon borrowed money,
who .*uc •i rdcd. But the failures have been numSi<»\v ami sure,
erous. ami sometimes disastrous.
saving and economizing, is the motto to start with,
um m ed not necessarily be a miser to accumulate,
lie need not deny himself the comforts, mnl if lie
But the
an honestly atford it, the luxuries of lit
moment lie'begin* t<> indulge in outlays notjustitied by hi* actual means, lie is an imposter, and In*,
! nil jit
sous, b *st kn >ws that his professions are
And no man having a
a
falsehood and a tie.
proper regard for tin- right* and tin- property of
as to eause his
itliers, \v ill so conduct hi* busim
An honest man will
means to lie over estimat' d.
"I
no
mallei what
othnot prey on the earning
r*,
his opportunities.
Akui to this, the clear headed, prompt producer
will market hi* produce in Matson, < u* to pay his
debts. Some do. Wo could wish there wen* more
of them. (•‘Kakmki:.*’ in I’rbana o., < Ja/.elte.
the
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one

suddenly

believe, done wisely in accepting the grant, and ment; of which would require largo increase of
but two objects moving up among the
pledging herself in conform to the terms prescrib- population. Whether this development is lo he
graves from the side of the yard opposite to
ed.
made, depends largely on the policy the State shall
the one on which ho entered. They came ! (fentlemen of the Senate and Ifmmr. of ItopreaenTn this institution the students are expected to adopt. The extension of our railroads, the culiivatatives:
came
and
as
the
to
toward
some
extent at least, the prin- ! tion of our unoccupied farming land, and the occutree,
apply in-praetiee,
they
directly
In obedience to constitutional requirement ami ciples taught in the books. The combination of ac- j pation and utilization of our water power, will do
noiselessly, Joe knew they could be none
tual
with
met
to
consider
the
theoretical
we
have
the
practice
summons,
instruction, secures I very much in the right direction.
people’s
other than ghosts.
of the State and, to con- a more valuable knowledge of any science than any
NATURAL ADVANTAGES.
At first lie thought of dropping to terra condition and intereststo her
of
secrate our host efforts
service. It is fitting, mere study
theories, however thorough it may
firma, and endeavoring to escape them by that on the threshhold of our duties,'we acknowl- be.
I In a climate favorable to health and the development and exercise of the
physical and meuflight; but a sober second thought led him edge with devout and reverent hearts the merciful Many young men, after devoting their time and i tal powers—in our soil greatest
favorable to agricultural
to see the folly of trying to run away from rrovideuce that has vouchsafed to us, as a people, means for several years to preparation for some
it
some
of
to
in
the country—in
pursuits,
equal
any
actual trial,
profession, prove, on
implore the guid- chosen
individuals who could harness and ride the so many blessings, and humbly
i our forests of wood and timber—in our extensive
ance of Him whose wisdom is alone sufficient to ■utterly unlit for such profession, and without busisea coast, and safe and capacious harbors, furnishwind. Besides, they might not be after him;
i direct, and without whose blessing our labors can- ness, lacking physical strength as well as disposi- !
and if after him, they might not find him, j not be crowned with snoeess.
tion necessary for success in any business requir- ing unlimited capacity for shipbuilding and compursuits—in our ability to make the very
ing manual labor, they becomo thoroughly dis- mercial
CONDITION OP THE COUNTRY.
snugly filed away as he was in the thick foliand less able to obtain a livelihood by rigor of our climate and the sterility of our coast
couraged,
a brief
thus
taken
of
the
tree.
Having
age
contribute to our wealtli by unlimited supply of
We have cause for congratulation in the general their own exertions than their most illiterate
|
neigh- ice and
though reasonable view of the matter, Joe prosperity of the country. We are at peace with bor, who has learned to use his hands in some
granite, unsurpassed in quality bv any in
rethe
all
and
devastation
of
the
war
of
nations. The waste
country; and in our water power unrivaled in
remaining
munerative employment. Educate such young men
thought of a wiser course—that
memories
of
those
extent
aud
are
The
adaptation to manufacturing operations,
being rapidly repaired.
in a well managed industrial college, and the addiwhere he was and keeping quiet.
who fell in defence of the country arc treasured in tional
force and mental activity acquired we have resources wlieili, if properly developed,
physical
The ghosts, or whatever they were, moved the
grateful hearts of the loyal people. Their sae- would greatly improve their chances for profession- will furnish profitable employment for all the intowards the foot of the pear tree, where they [ red dust is being watched over and protected by the al
crease of our own population and Iar»e immigraI
success, and failing in that, they have, in their
stood and fell into a discussion.
for centuries to come. That the labor and capassiduous care of the nation’s deepest devotion.
ability to labor, a sure means of support and use- tion
ital necessary for such development would be admaimed
or
Their
those
who
were
and
here
and
down
dependents,
“Now, Tom, you stay
fulness.
pick
otherwise disabled, are receiving the pledges of the
This College will, I trust, perform another im- vantageously employed there can be no doubt.
up while 1 climb her,” said one of them.
inexpressible gratitude.
AGRICULTURE.
portant mission. The disposition to shun manual
“O, no, we’d better both climb,” said the people's
The determination of our people to allow no re- labor under the false
impression that it is incompatThe idea entertained by some that farming is not
other. “Bet us keep together, you know; pudiation, but to pay honestly every dollar of our ible with
respectability and good social position, is paving business, and that farmers are obliged to
and then if one of us gets into trouble, we’ll honest debts lias been fully affirmed, resulting in becoming alarmingly prevalent, and
requires cor- work harder aud for less compensation than perthe establishment of more confidence in our nation- rection. That labor,
both be into it you know.”
intelligently directed, is not sons engaged in other pursuits, is incorrect, it is
the exchange inconsistent with the
al
and
lor
the
securities,
opening
way
intellectual
culture true that fortunes are sometimes made more rapidWhat
differbe
highest
“Why, we will
together.
of our outstanding bonds for others bcarin<j a lower and the most honorable attainments, is one of the
ence is there between being np in the tree and rate of interest.
idly in other kinds of business. It is also true that
The aYorage price of gold as com- most important facts to be learned
by young perare oftener lost. There is no business among
being down on the ground ?”
pared with currency for the year just closed lias sons of both sexes. This College, if properly con- they
us that is so sure to furnish an abundance of nil
“(), no difference, you know, only J thought been twenty percent, lower than the previous year, ducted, will do much towards the creation of a that is necessary to ensure real independence and
we’d better both climb, you know. There’s and the tendency is still downward. This indicates j more desirable public, sentiment on this subject. happiness as farming.
Nor is it necessary for
without any financial embarrassment, we may
Young men educated here, and becoming familiar farmers to go out of the State to find desirable lono graves up in the tree, but they’re thick as that,
soon touch solid bottom financially, and ho free with
j
agricultural and mechanical employments,will calities for this business. Some western farmers
from the evils of a depreciated and fluctuating
hops down here, you know.”
cur-1 be more likely to engage in such pursuits. This is do better than others; others notjso well. On the
"Yes, but don’t you recollect that old Jane reucy. More honesty and efficiency in the collec- a result greatly to
he desired when we remember
it is
that our Maine farmers make
Fowler sez llie tree is ha’nted? One of us tion of the revenues, and greater economy in the j that this field is suffering for more workers, while whole, and probable
nearly,
perhaps quite as much money according
of
administration
have
enabled
national
!
affairs,
must go up and shake off, while the other
many of the professions arc crowded almost to star- to the amount invested, as they would in the west,
Congress within the last year to reduce the taxes : vation.
and enjoy very much more of all the coin!rrts and
stays down and picks them up. Which will collected
from fhe people eighty millions of dollars j
In these suggestions, I would detract nothing conveniences of life.
“So
me.”
it
is
do?
Its
all
the
to
same
you
anmiahy. We are assured that a further reduction from the acknowledged merits of our other collegIletwcen three and four hundred townships,
to me yon know. Go on yourself and gather will be made, and that soon the tax on spirits and
es, or their invaluable services in the great educa- equal to seven or eight millions of acres, compriswith
the
tariff'
on
and
luxuries,
so
we
can
tobacco,
and,
imported
tional work of tho country. They will continue to
fast,
git away, you know;”
ing some of the best soil in the State, are still unthe first speaker commenced scratching his on such other articles as may lie necessary to pro- receive, as they deserve, the confidence and patron- touched by the hand of cultivation, increased
tect our own industries, will be sufficient to meet
of
the
age
people.
facilities for communication and transportation will
way up the trunk of the tree.
all our national obligations. Since March 1st, ISO!),
I am confident that the establishment of this Col- soon make portions at least of these lai ds esThe sound of those scratches was a vast the public debt has been reduced at the rate of one
lege is a step in the right direction. Certainly, as pecially desirable for farming purposes, while the
relief to Joe for lie felt certain that they were hundred millions annually, diminishing our annual the work has been commenced and a large amount increase of manufactures and commerce will secure
made by substance more solid than could be interest account in twenty-two months nearly of money invested in it, and as the condition of the a ready home market for all farm products at fair
twelve millions.
grant made by the General Government was the prices. We are furnishing some good horses and
supposed of- a mere thing of air; still he did
FINANCIAL.
promise in our part to carry forward tho work in other stock for the market. These sell at prices innot know what it might all end in, and there1 In* report of tlie State Treasurer will present a good faith, it is our duty to give the institution our dicating that, with greater care and attention, this
fore he concluded to keen quiet.
detailed statement of the condition of our filiations. fostering care. The report of the Trustees will branch of business may be pursued with advantage,
I p among the lower limns eame the un- Our receipts during the past year have been $4,924,- show the present condition and needs of the Col- and become a source of large income. There is no
reason why the agricultural operations ol'thls State
welcome visitor, shaking the tree, picking 104,12; our expenditures $5,041,848,04. Our pub- lege.
lic debt is
Of this debt $840,000 beOlil’HAXS’ HOME.
may not be very largely and profitably increased.
pears, and all the while keeping up a lively comes due $8,087,900,00.
the present year. To pay this we have
WATER-POWER AND MANUFACTURERS.
About forty orphans of deceased soldiers and seachat with his companion below—up until
the sinking fund of 1805, amounting to $1,178,077.- men are
cared for in the Home for Soldiers’
being
Olio of our greatest sources of prosperity lies iu
within a very few feet of our victimized 01.
This will pay the debt becoming due, and
Orphans in the city of Bath. Judging from what I our immense water-power, a large amount of which
member of the social party, and—he sudden- leave a balance of the sinking fund in the Treasury saw
in a brief visit recently made to this institution is still unoceupieil. The ilevetopment of this waitof
The
fund
of
ISOS
amounts
brana
the
$281,077.01.
saw
sinking
ly
ghost! Reclining among
its affairs are managed economically and well. The ing agency through the establishment ot manufacto
The
trust
funds
held
the
$92,04s,55.
State,
by
ches of the old pear tree, and just above his
ladies connected with tho Home are entitled to the tures, will aihl largely to the success of all other
including the sinking funds amount to $2,017,043,08; gratitude of the people for their devotion to the branches of business. The facts recently laid behead, where the outlines distinctly to he seen, exclusive
of sinking fund, $748,310,92.
children
of our fallen heroes. The lives of those on fore the people through the Hydrographic Survey,
of a human figure.
The people of the State expect and will require whom these unfortunate children
deponed for sup- cannot tail to attract attention to our wonderful
Like a llasli of lighting his bravery left at our hands the most rigid economy in all our export were given for us-. The most we can do for capacity for manufacturing pursuits. In this reOur
taxes are necessarily heavy, hut them is but little
and
his
for
penditures.
relaxing
him—ay,
strength too;
compared with the debt wc owe spect, Nature lias dealt liberally witli us, and given
his hold upon the tree, he came down with a should he made as light as possible. No heavy them.
us advantages unrivaled bv any State in the Union.
burden should he added. I am not unmindful of
Much of tliis unoccupied power is already acceshad
TEMPER AN C E AND PROHIBITION.
crash, sweeping Joe’s basket, which
the truth of the proverb that "There is that scatsible by water and rail, and the extension of our
been hung to a lower limb, with him, and teretli and yet iuereaseth; and there is, that withThe evils resulting from the use of intoxicating
railroad system will reach the balance as rapidly
piling pell moll upon the man who was on holdeth more than is meet, hut it tendeth to pover- drinks are so destructive to all the highest interests as it can lie occupied.
ty.-’ Governments, like individuals, may, in the of the State, and so promotive of all we deplore,
the ground picking up pears.
We cannot afford to ignore the conditions of sucexercise of a wise forecast, make liberal advances that neither the philanthropist nor the statesmen
“(lit out of die wilderness !”
cess. The achievement of our grand possibilities
and thereby reap large gains, while witholding can ignore the demand for their suppression. To
will not come unhidden. If we would win the
In far less time than it takes us to tell of it, would fend to
poverty. This is especially true in grapple effectively with an evil so interwoven with crown we must run the race. The State that adopts
they were over the fence and thundering regard to such judicious expenditures as tend to the love of gain, the appetites, the prejudice and a stand-still policy in this day of great enterprise,
down the hillside towards the spot where our educate and elevate the people, and increase the the social habits of the people, and to which so and
rapid development, will, as she deserves, lie
for industrial and commercial prosperity. many in high social standing |are weiled, is iu
fun-loving characters had stationed them- facilities
by her more enterprising neighbors.
IVliat 1 desire especially to urge is, that we should some respects, an unwelcome duty, and requires outstripped
It is a reason for congratulation, that these adselves for the purpose of frightening Joe.
carefully scrutinize every channel through which courage and devotion which many good people vantages are beginning to lie appreciated by busi“There lie come'”,said one of them, as tin* people's money goes, reform excesses or abuses shrink from exercising.
ness men and capitalists, and that, encouraged by
The work necessary to restrict this evil to the
sounds not unlike those made by a train of in our expenses, stop all leaks in the treasury, if
the liberality of our laws, a large amount ot capital
limits
such
there
smallest
and
see
that
is
are,
possible
belongs
primarily,
per- and labor lias, within the Iasi lew years, been atevery appropriation
cars in rapid motion reached their listening any
wisely applied and secures the benefits intended, haps chiefly, to the domain of what is termed morfound profitable employears; “there he comes, and he’s scared and and that no useless expenditures are made. With al effort. Still experience shows, and all, or near- tracted to us, which has
lica running!
1 knew it! Now make ready your etlorts in this direction, I pledge my earnest ly all tlic people of this State concede that in this as ment in a variety of manufacturing pursuits
it ours by wise legislation and judicious use o’’ the
well as in our efforts against all other vices and
and let us give him something worth running co-operation.
at band, to foster and encourage UnThe reports of the State officers, including those crimes, the aid of legislative enactments is indis- advantages
for when lie passes here.”
interest.
of the officers of public institutions and of the pensable. The only buestion is as to tiie kind of important
It is believed that the law authorizing towns to
“Yes, there he comes; 1 can see him now. Commissioners of various State interests, will he legislation best calculated to produce the desired
for a limited number of years, mauufaeturexempt,
And by George! there is something alter laid before you at the earliest
j
result.
practicable moment.
from taxation, au-l the special acts auhim! Look, don't you see two large objects ?” I have only been aide to examine a part of them.
For centuries the traffic in intoxicating drinks j iug property
them to aid such enterprises bv gift of
“1 do, indeed! There is something a You are referred to these reports for statements of lias been the subject of restrictive legislation in ev- j! thorizing
money or loan of credit, have contributed to the
the condition and wants of the several officers and ery Christian action—tile laws being more or less
benefit ot the towns exercising such authority, and
scuddin1 right at his heels !”
to
institutions included therein
the
of
the
stringent according
public opinion
that it would lie wcilto authe State. I
The law allows insurance <*oin[iHuie?j the month times. Sometimes communities and governments tliorize town* suggest
And forthwith there was another stampede
bv general law, to encourage 111* es—another display of hard running ; and the of .January within which to make their reports to have sought to protect themselves from the evils of tablishment of manufacture* by subsenmion or Ion
tin1 Insurance Commissioner. The report of that the traffic hy licensing only such persons as possesstwo fun-loving members dashed in upon the
i of credit. Under certain limitation-.. 1 sec no reaofficer, therefore, cannot he mad*’ until late in the ed moral character, which in the opinion of the au- son
why this authority may not safely be given.
social party, pale and breathless. And other session.
thorities qualified them for tile trade. Sometimes a
be trusted
faces grew rapidly pale as they related what
The term of one of our United States Senators large sum has been required as a license free for Any intelligent community may safely
with wlnit relates to its own interests. Install1-?*
when
will
on
the
third
of
the
id
the
number
had
seen
and
next.
It
of
!
expire
reducing
done, especially
day
March,
purpose
places often occur in which the aid of a few thousand dolthey
they
averred that they had seen the spectre seize will become your duty to elect his successor. It where liquors were to be sold; thus discouraging J lars will secure the investment of a capital, and the
will also become your duty to make an apportionment their use by higher prices and greater inconvencross
and
establishment of business that would attract poppoor Joe by the hair of the head
of the State for Senators, and Members of the ience in obtaining them.
Sometimes relief and |
ulation and capital, and increase the taxable prothe valley with him at a single bound ! Never House of
Representatives, and perhaps for Repre- protection have been sought by the entire prohibi- !
of the place so as to reimburse, in a few
before was a little party more completely sentatives to Congress.
tion of the traffic, except tor certain specified pur- perty
years, many time* over the amount origina.ly g.'- n.
horror-stricken. Wo may almost venture to
poses. For more than forty years the attention of
MILITARY.
I'ltOTEcTlON TO INDUSTRY.
the people of this country has been given to the
say, without expecting to use a figure ot
The organization of the ten companies of infanttraffic and the long train of evils inseparably conIn this connection I deem it not appropriate !«>
that
were
authorized
law
has
been
by
speech,
they
thoroughly paralyzed, ry
completed. These nected with it.
advert to the subject of protection to industrial
and where it would all have ended we can- organizations will tend to keep alive, to some exMany laws have been passed hy all the States up- pursuits. I do not advocate what h termed a high
the
of
the
tent,
military
spirit
people,
and,
being
not imagine, had not the spell been suddenly
or limit the
on this subject, all intended to
tariff. The present tariff, except us it has been relargely made up of men who have seen active sale. 1 n many of the Statesprevent
the laws are very cently modified, was made to correspond with
broken.
service in the field, they are believed to be sufficient
it.
In
two
or
clause
three,a
heavy internal taxation and should now, as it unIt was broken, and we may as well tell to meet any ordinary emergency. These compan- stringent against
iu their constitution forbids the licensing of the doubtedly will, be materially reduced.
be
of
Yankee
ies
can
how.
the
notes
into
as
readily
expanded
many
you
regiments trade; and, in as many more, liquor sellers are
Firstly,
“Revenue reform,” in its practical sense, cannot
Doodle, done by an accomplished whistler, in case of necessity.
held responsible for all damages to individuals anil be too strongly urged upon those who m ike and
The report ot the Adjutant General will contain
in his best style, reached there ears from the
from
it.
administer the law*. Blit the term, when used to
society resulting
a statement of the expenditures for military purAfter years of discussion, Maine adopted the pol- express the view* of some of its most demonstradim distance. Nearer and nearer the music
the
last
ami
the
poses
during
year,
military
;
proper- icy of prohibition in IS,11, and, with the exception tive advocates, i.-> somewhat vague and indefinite.
drew, until il reached the door; and then, : tv in the possession of the State.
of one or two years, it has been continued with re- It is made the watchword of men who entertain all
I call your attention especially to his suggestions
secondly, in walked Joe with a basket of
markable unanimity.
shades of opinions on revenue questions, and esin regard to the preservation of the flags that were
This legislation is not intended to interfere im- pecially of those who advocate absolute free trade.
pears upon his arm, and apparently as happy carried
the Maine troops in the war, which are
by
with the personal habits of individuals. A revenue reform securing the strictest economy
as a king.
And back to each chock suddennow exposed in the rotunda of the capitol.
These properly
It only seeks to prohibit a public trade, which in in all our expenditure* and providing lor the rely reached the color as he related what lie tligs should be carefully preserved as mementoes the
opinion of a large portion of our people—per- moval of National taxation from the neec>*urios of
had seen and done.
of the terrible struggle which perpetuated our Nahaps all—is a public mischief. Nor does it attempt life, and the productive industty of the country,
; tional l' nion.
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to dictate what we shall drink more than the laws
STATE PENSIONS.
against the sale of diseased, poisonous, or otherwise
The
General’s
will
the
show
NOT READY TO DIE.
Adjutant
report
unhealthy articles of food, dictate what we shall
transac tions of that office in regard to State 1’eli- cat.
In both eases, the laws are against the sale,
sions. You will only give practical expression to not tlic drinking or eating. The laws of prohibiEmotional insanity having been so often the wishes of your
constituents by continuing such tion upon brothels, gambling houses, impure hooks
pleaded successfully by husbands in Califor- aid to our disabled soldieri and the widows and and pictures, houses of ill-fame and tippling shops,
nia in defense of shooting or kniling suspect- orphans of those who lost their lives in the service, all rest upon the same principle, viz:—that these
ed gallants, the San Francisco News Letter as will, with the national pension, and what the trades are. inconsistent with the public welfare,
can do themselves, prevent their becoming paupers,
which is not only the right hut the duty of the govsays:
or otherwise subjects of charity.
The Adjutant ernment to provide for in all legitimate ways.
“All men’s wives who have hitherto en- General is of the opinion that the appropriation There is, and
can he, no difference of opinion
joyed the advantage of our acquaintance are for this purpose may be reduced from $-10,000 to among intelligent men as to the effect of the liquor
0(H).
traffic upon the prosperity of the State, and the haphereby notified that this ceases to-day. never
EDUCATIONAL.
to be renewed.
It is with deep grief that we
piness and welfare of the people. It is in direct
all the interests of the country.
11 Mere is one umig anove anotner Mat eom- hostility to
disrupt the social relations which promised inemls
Xo man can rightfully claim that a trade so
our institutions to the approval of the civilso much, but we feel impelled thereto by the
ized world, it is our common school system by injurious iu its effects, should be permitted to
first law of nature. Our lady friends who which llie means of education are brought
within exist for his profit or accommodation. Every man
have the misfortune to be married to other the reach of the people,
its creation was the is bound by bis duty to society and the State to
and inferior men will please stick like a leech crowning act of the wise men who laid its founda- subordinate bis personal preference and Interests
for the general good.
to their legal protectors, and not recognize tions. It is our surest guarantee of national prosmtta
li uiu |>i muii’ius
imh-iij niutcti im:
and progress, and a pledge of the increasing
us on the street.
We have taken considera- perity
correct, it follows that it is the dutv of the State to
grandeur of our republican form of government.
ble pleasure in their society—a pleasure
of
all
and
good citizens to obey
We are paying about three-fourths of a million enact and enforce,
which we flatter ourselves has been mutual dollars annually to support our common schools, and sustain such laws as will most effectually pre—but this thing can no longer be permitted which is about eight dollars per scholar, counting vent the traffic; and the only quostion remaining
whether prohibition or some other kind ot
to go on.
We trust that our motive—which the average attendance. This sum is generously is,
and
by the taxpayers of the State legislation is best calculated to do tliis. It is not
is pure cowardice—will not be misconstrued. who willingly paid as
to argue this question further before a
necessary
only demand,
they have it right to expect,
thinking moil like this. If any
Somebody perishes in gloriously every day that tins large sunt be honestly and wisely appro- body of intelligent,
have doubts on this subject, they would, I am confor being on speaking terms with married priated.
a careful comparison of the
removed
lie
by
Our Normal Schools, Teachers’ Institutes, etlici- fident
women, and we do not care to have our
cient supervision, and other improved instrument- localities in this State where the law is enforced,
turn come round.
for
the
Deeply grateful
alities, cannot fail to produce good results. We with places having a similar population iu States
past forbearance ol aggrieved husbands, we are already beginning to realize the benefits of our where prohibitory legislation does not exist.
make our bow and retire. Hereafter our Normal Schools in the general efficiency of the
The present law, where it is enforced, is, so far
nods and smiles will be lavished upon girls teachers who have enjoyed the advantages of these as I cau judge, as effective iu the suppression of the
criminal laws against the
and widows exclusively; no others need ap- institutions. Not that the graduates of the Nor- traffic as are our other to
proven;. In a majority
mal Schools are always the best teachers, for no crimes they are intended
ply. Whosoever shall attempt to introduce system of education or training can
law
appears to he well executed
make a good of counties the
us to his own wife, or that of another man,
results.
Whether any further
favorable
teacher of unfit material. I only assert what all with very
will be regarded as a conspirator against our experience proves, that other things being equal, legislation in regard to the law or its execution is
who has had special training for the necessary or expedient, is for the legislature to deprecious life, and subjected to abuse in the tlie teacher
I commend the whole subject to your
columns of this journal. Nature is strong in duties of ids profession, will more he likely to suc- termine.
careful consideration; reminding you and the peoceed than one wtio has hail no such advantages.
Whenever
us, and we do not wish to die.
that while recognizing the law as a
State
the
of
measures
to
of
the
Some
recently adopted
pro- ple
we, shall feel a desire that way, we shall treat mote the
auxiliary in our efforts against intemefficiency of our public schools may lie necessarywe
should not neglect to use all the morsomebody’s Wife witli common courtesy, get regarded as experiments, to be continued or modi- perance,
fied as the result ol experience may dictate. The al influence within our reach to create and mainshot, and go quietly to our reward.
correct
a
tain
measures
are
confident
that
of
these
public sentiment on this subject; for
friends
they
will he of great practical benefit; others doubt if. on this the existence and enforcement of the laws
Since they have been put in practice, it is best to and the gooil we hope to sec accomplished through
Tiro Springfield Republican, a leading Rad- allow the question of their utility to he settled by hose efforts depend.
ical paper, tells the following: “The sim- actual demonstration. No very serious eousePOPULATION AND EMIGRATION.
can result from giving them a fair trial. If,
The Census just taken discloses some unwelple sincerity and good will that General quences
a trial, they are iiot satisfactory, they
such
after
Grant shows in ‘going lor’ his personal
come facts which demand your serious consideraol course, be repealed.
tion. The increase of our population during the
friends and relations for public places, art will,
I commend this important interest with the relast decade was very small, and compares unfavorin
a story now current
illustrated
to
careful
State
the
of
Superintendent
your
charmingly
port
ably with that of preceding decades. This may he
He was about to nominate consideration.
in the papers.
accounted for in part, by our losses in the war and
COI.LKCK.
of
to
a
AGRICULTURAL
B.
Johnson
Lebanon, Ohio,
the decrease in the average number of children in
George
revenue assessorship, when objection was
The advantages of combining intellectual framing each family; but chiefly by the large emigration to
I
in
exercise
some
other
parts of the country. It lias been estimated
productive industry
made that the man was unknown, his fitness with physical
how much accuracy I do not know—that
would be disputed, and the politicians, es- in institutions for the education of young men, —with
have not, in my estimation, been fully appreciated. live thousand young men and an equal number ol
pecially Gen. Sehenck, would be outraged. Sucli institutions arc especially desirable for the young women leave Maine annually to seek in
‘Why!’ crieel the President in astonishment, large class of young men who propose to engage in other States more satisfactory fields of:effort than
Ant1 industrial pursuits, and who cannot afford the time they can find at homo. These arc generally the
•Johnson married a sister of mine.’
and
Johnson was appointed, while Schenck’s ten and expense necessary to complete a course of most energetic portion of our population, the
is
to prepare them for their emigration constitutes a drain upon
tier feelings are kept tender by the Englisl study beyond what required
ill
afford.
we
can
of
the
Slate
of
the
busithe
practical
performance
productive capacity
mission. General Grant may be a very ex- ness intelligent
and duties of life. They need a knowledge While the distinction to which many of the sons ol
cellent cousin, and even brother-in-law, 1ml and practice of what pertains to the living activities Maine have attained in other States is exceedingly
he is in danger of turning out a very pool of the present, rather than the dead languages of complimentary to “The men we raise,” it shows
what we should gaiu bv a policy that would give
the past.
politician.”
The tuition being free and the opportunity to ample opportunity for the development and exersuch talent at home. Have wc the resources 1
pay part of the expense of hoard, are to many ol cise of
advan- and can wc open avenues of sufficient business tc
Dr. Leonard Woods, formerly president o our most promising young men, important
this portion of our population iu the State!
retain
To meet this general want, the national
Bowdoin College, was recently elected ai tages.
made the appropriation which enabled urc questions which deeply concern ns. And or
legislature
largely de
honorary vice-prsedent of the Numismatii each State in the Union to establish a “College ol their successftil solution, our future the
develop
and Mechanic Arts.” Maine has, I pends. We certainly have resources,
of
and
1

Antiquarian Society

Philadelphia.

Agriculture

I

the reduction or entire removal of duties on such
needful imported articles a* do not come, into injurious competition with our own productions,
should receive our earnest support. It i> dulu-ive
to suppose that, the necessary expenses of the Government and the interest on the public debt can be
paid, and a moderate reduction of the debt provided for without heavy taxation of some kind. A
policy that will brim; the products of European
labor that may In* had for fifteen to fifty cents per
day into competition in our market* mi equal term*
with our own labor, should and will In- repudiated
by tile American people. What we need is a poiicv
that will secure, not less, but more pay to our own
laborers.
The laboring men in this country occupies a position in society entirely different from the workingmen of Europe.
They are the equals of their countrymen who are engaged in other pursuits. Wo
cannot afford to allow their degradation through
the influence of half paid labor. Wo now consume
too much of the product* of foreign labor and too
little of our own. A nation’s wealth is in its laboring men and women, and labor enriches the nation
and the individual in proportion to iu productive
value.
The country is the most prosperous tinancially
that approximates the nearest to supplying its demands for home consumption, and exports the most
of the products of its industries. W bile, 1 herefore,
I would cooperate in every measure tending to reduce tlie expense of living and lighten the burdens
of taxation, I earnestly hope no policy will be
adopted that will degrade American labor or lessen
its rewards.
KAll.lt,

»

VIIS.

The enterprise manitested hy our people in the
construe lion ol' railroads evinces a disposition to
appropriate the advantages which nature has place,1
within our reach, and inspires lively hope for Hie
future of the State.
From tlie Railroad Commissioners’ report it appears that 0943-1 miles of railroad are now in operation in the State, of which 7S have been built
the past year, and that there are ISO miles under
construction. The Commissioners recommend
more stringent enactments for the prevention of
accidents. It is gratifying to learn from the report
of the Commissioners that the railroad companies
in tlie State are generally raising the character or
their respective roads to a higher level of durability
and safety.
The claim of this State and Massachusetts against
the general government, which had been assigned
for the benefit of the European and North American Railway, has been allowed, and secures (lie
early completion ot tlie road. This will open direct
Railroad communication with St. Joint, and by a
road already built, with the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
and, at an early day by a line rapidly approaching
completion with Halifax. We shall then have a
continuous line oi railway extending tlie whole
length of the continent and connecting tlie Atlantic
and Pacific oceans. The great thoroughfare between Europe and the most of the American continent and the Pacific coast will then be through (Ids
State.
While tliis work lias been going on m the East
au enterprise which originated in Portland lias been
rapidly pushing its way westward, and will soon
secure more direct communication between that enterprising city and the great grain growing States of
the West, and at no distant day by the Northern
Pacific Railroad to tlie Pacific ocean on tlie coast of
Oregon. These grand enterprises, and several
other roads ol much local importance Hint are being built, with the projection of others thatjure sure
to be completed at an early day, are tlie best evidences of a determination to make our railroad system equal to tlie demand of tlie growing interests
of the State. Let this spirit be encouraged and it
will develope resources which would otherwise remain useless. Tlie unoccupied ferning lands in

IMMIGRATION

The lb-port of the Commissioner of Immigration
presents an interesting account of the work accomplished through his agency. A colony of one hundred and two Swedish immigrants has been established on a township in Aroostook Countv known
as New Sweden.
The Commissioner is confident
that this lias opened tie* way for a large immigration of this hardy and industrious race. These,
people evidently possess the characteristh s necessary for pioneer work in this State and they will be
a
valuable acquisition in the settlement of our unoccupied land*. Such of tiiese immigrants as
would prefer other pursuits, would find, iu other
parts of the State desirable employment and good
compensation. Such laborer*, male and female are
greatly needed, especially as household servants,
for whom there is great demand.
Many of these people are ex,,-'iient mechanics,
others excel as f'amiiv servants. Their religion,
education, geneal intelligence and industrious habits, with our need of their services, will create a
mutual friendship and sympathy between them and
our people wherever in the State they may go.
1
ther Ion- suggest that whatever plan you adopt t<>
aid immigration in the future it be not confined to
immigrants who prefer agricultural pursuits, but,
that it include thos<- who desire to engage in other
employments in any part of the State. Other
•States are adding largely to their population and
wealth by their immigration efforts.
I see no
reason why we may not do the same.
Trusting that you will deem it wise to continue
this work in some economical way, L commend the
recommendations of the Commissioner with these
brief suggestions to your early consideration.
OCR SHIPPING INTERESTS.

I regret to say that the burdetis'whichthe war and
th
legislation incident thereto placed upon out
shipping interests, have not been removed. It i*
extremely humiliating to see the business formerly
•urried >n under our fiag, monopolized by, and
hcarii g the fiag of the nation that contributed the
most, in our time of trouble, to swaep our commerce from the ocean.
Maine may be expected t<>
feel sumewh t intensely, and allowed to speak with
some earnestness on this subject, because she lias
very much at stake. She has in some years of the
past furnished fifty per cent, of all the seagoing
vessels of the country, in the building and sailing
of v *scls, employment has been given to twentythousand and support to one hundred thousand of
hei citizens.
If this was a subject in which any portion t the
country or Government had adverse interest*.
opposition it receives might reasonably be experted. But the relief we ask, while it would help us
I
land others immediately interested, would through
increase of business, contribute to the prosperity <»r
the whole country, and add to the revenue of the
'Government immeasurably more than would be
lost, by infettering these interests, and allowing
i them to fulfill their important mission.
No man who remembers the efilcient aid received
from our shipyard* and mere hunt marine in fui
t i-hing vessel* and experience d
seamen for the
creation of a navy in the beginning of the war, can
fail to appreciate the importance of this subject to
the national defence. It i* vastly cheaper and better every wav to encourage and sustain interests,
which, in addition to their means of prosperity iu
time of peace, will furnish a navy in time of war,
than to maintain permanently such a naval force a*
would otherwise he required. There is no adequate reason for continuing this unfriendly legisla*
tion, which i* paralyzing business of such importance.

1 earnestly hope Congress will at an early day
the burdens of which we complain. This
would allow our ships and our commerce to compete undei more favorable circumstances, with
those of other nations in the markets of the world.
Let this he done, and we may reasonably hope that
tin1 sounds of busy industry will soon be heard in
our ship yards; that the sails of our commerce will
again bo allowed to whiten every sea, and that the
sight of our flags will gladen the hearts of country
men in all lands.
remove

I BIENNIAL ELECTIONS

AND SESSIONS OT THE LEG
l UK.

I.Al

iu one of his addresses to the
called attention to the subject of biennial elections of State officer* and sessions of the
Legislature. The suggestion appeared to me timely, one worthy of careful consideration. If a saving of forty or fifty thousand dollars, which is about
the cost ot a session ot the Legislature, cun he made
to tie tax-payers of the State
very two years, huskies au important reduction in tine- ami expenses
incident to the elections without serious detriment
A revision <>;
to other interests, it should he dmie.
the statutes has ju*t been made.
They should unThe
no
useless
history of the State
dergo
changes.
ami < ounlry show that the t» mlem-y is to too much
'legislation. 1 am of the opinion that biennial seammis would lurnish ample opportunity for all the
legislation the interests of the people and the State
would require.
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Legislature
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If you slioulil deem the subject just referred to oi
sufficient importance to submit to the people the
question of such umcndmc nt to the constitution -is
file change would require, ! suggest that with it
you submit the question of changing the day of om
annual election to the Tuesday next after the first
Mondac in November, being the day fixed by law
for tin Presidential election. Thera are some important advantages to he gained by the change.
Kvery four years it would save the time and expense of one election, as the Presidential and State
It would
elections would occur on the same day.
he more favorable to a fair expression of the wishes
of the people. The present time of election makes
it necessary to hold the preliminary caucuses and
convention's at a time when in a large part of the
State, tile people employed in agricultural pursuits
are more busily engaged Ilian in any other parts of
the year. As parties are now orgamzed.the charae
ter/jf our public servants is generally determined at
these primary meetings. Unless there is unusual
interest in the nominations many of the most intelligent voters who are busily engaged, stay at home.
This makes it easy lor a few men, who may have
private or other interests adverse to the public
good, to control the nominations, and if in the
majority party, the elections. 1 submit whelhei
the interests of the the State will not he better sub
served by holding the preliminary meetings and
the elections at a time when the largest number of
the people can attend with the least sacrifice. It is
generally believed that a better understanding of
our duties as voters may lie obtained by intelligent
and thorough public discussion of the questions at
issue and the merits of candidates. Here we find
again in the busy season that precedes the pre-ent
day of election, the same difficulty. Many of the
working people cannot leave their business to
attend to such discussions. Two mouths later the
longer evenings would he more favorable to read
.ng'atid public meetings, mid laboring men could
better attend to bath. All would ho ns well accommodated, and main whose honest votes are
needed much better.

greatly

ont J All. SVSTKM.

In our treatment of criminals, the chief object
should lie the reformation of the criminal, and the
diminution of crime. Neither of these rail lie expected as the result of crowding together in inconvenient, unhealthy jails, like many in this Stale,
without employment, persons who have only taken
their first step in crime, with hardened criminals
of both sexes. The opposite result is sure to fallow. The person accused of, or under sentence tor
his first olTenee against the law should not he eonlined with, or placed under the tuition ot professional offenders hardened by a lito _ot crime. M e
cannot atford to ignore the laws ot common propriety and decency in our treatment of criminals
1 hey should lie supand those accused of crime.
matter, moral and replied with suitable reading
eoustunt
and
employment.
ligious, instruction
”l'he report of the Commissioners recently apthis subject, may he expected at
consider
to
pointed
an early day, and will, I trust, suggest some practical plan of reform.
HSIlkUIKS.

'I'he course pursued by our neighbors of the Dominion in regard to the rights of our fishermen,

■

.imaging to a business in which
tlii- state are engaged, and calls
a*lion by tho proper authorities. It
know that the President of the
h not unmindful of our interest in
Whatever aid we can gi\e him in den early day the
rights of American
water* where they have so long
*uvncs-, -hould not be withheld. We
;
continue friendly relations with
If. however, the indignities that
■red -hould be repeated, it will become
m
g. iverument »o adopt such measures
—ary to enforce our rights.

of the day of the
annual state election to November would also probably be an advantage.
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OR GIRLS.

Industrial school for Girls should
All the arguments in favor of
.-litutious for boys apply with equal,
; -|m
greater force to the establishini o
in-titutions for girls. T earnestly
of j 11i- State, or the munificence of
oi-. who de-in* ft) aid such enterprise,
ib :
1. will, at an early day, allow the
"i an institution so essential to the
i:
•>! the State,
i:

1

a
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SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

cordingly. The change

WILLIAM

H.

EDITOR AND

Correspondence of tlic Joarna!.
Joshua Trask vs. John W. Pease and als.
We would like to review the theories of
On note of hand given by defendants to one The Deacon Estate—A Fine Reoeption-*Ma(jthe message in respect to the tariff, immigraniflcent Toilets—Rich Decorations—Lake
Hunt, and by him transferred to plaintiff.
Cochituate—McEttrick Fails.
tion, and some other subjects, but space forDefendents claimed that the note had been
bids. They may be alluded to hereafter.
! paid to Hunt, and that the note never
Boston, Jan. 7, 1871.
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CuTTrso .7.. Presjdixo.

On the Gth, a meeting of (lie citizens of
Belfast in favor of a branch railroad from the
town of Brooks to Bangor, was held at the

banking rooms

of the Beltast National Bank.

It

by a large number
leading business men.

was

attended

capitalists

and

of the

walls

are

covered with

pink satin, ornamented

with Sevres madalllons.

On the floor is

|

a

GENERALITIES.
What's in a name? Martin Vau Bureu Haskell
lias just been arrested in Massachusetts,
charged
with a rape upon the wife of John Quincy Adams.

luxurious and costly Abussou carpet. As for
chambers, imagine the richest, rarest,
and most costly combinations of satin, velvet,
An Ohio woman lias sued her husband for divorce
damask, curiously carved furniture of rich because he refused to believe in the damnation of
still-born infants.
and precious woods, magnificent draperies,
Out on the Mississippi they are trying to dig out
bronzes, pictures and of a sand bar tin* wreck of
The approaching sale of the celebrated yielding tapestries,
a steamer lost fifteen
was tiie
property of the plaintiff. Vercuriosities of all kinds brought by Col. Deayears ago with 1500 barrels of whiskey on board,
dict for plaintiff for $58.40. Watson and Deacon estate, which is announced for the
con from the deserted royal palaces of France The tipple is
supposed to have become finely meli
first of February, lias created a great sensaJewett for plaintiff. Abbot for defendent.
at the time ot' the dethronement of Louis lowed.
Joseph Arev vs. Richard T. Rankin. This tion in Boston and elsewhere, and excited
Philippe, and now to be sold under the ham- Grand Rapids, Mich., is the banner town for apwas an action to recover for damage to plain- much talk about the establishment and its
preciating women. The citv physician is a womer.
one city pulpit is
occupied by a woman, who
tiff's wood lot. by lire in the summer of 1868. owners. The story connect with this palace,
j man,
But the most singular part of this strange has a good salary; the city library, consisting of
The plaintiff claiming that the tire was kindled for such it truly is, is a romance filled with
several thousand volumes, has been gotten up by
is that this beautiful and costly palace women: an i they have a
history class of women,
by the defendent on his own land at an im- love, crime and mystery. This wonderful story
can scarcely be said to have been inhabited organized several veai'*, which has regular lectures
is
on
careless
on
and
occuand
street,
time,
management
building
Washington
by
proper
by women.
after the first two years of its completion.
the part of the defendent, it ran over to the pies a whole square between Worcester and
(ion. SchencU, Minister to England, is to have uu

lion.
James P. White was called to to the chair,
and T. B. Emery made Secretary. After
remarks by different gentlemen, it was de- land of
cided to raise a committee, whose duty it the lire

the

Col.

Deacon’s

reserve

and

Mrs Deacon’s

extra secretary, to make up tor au arm disabled
plaintiff. The defendent denied that Concord streets, directly in the centre of one
by
rather free French manners proved to be not a wound in the war.
of
the
most
land
and
from
the
fashionable
secpopulous
originated
plaintiff’s
!■
There are in the State of New York 133 saving*
should be to petition the Legislature lor a fire on his, (defendent’s) land. Verdict for tions of Boston, and is both outwardly and very attractive in society, and alter a certain
hanks, and these have assets amounting to $220,charter, to take all necessary steps for pro- plaintiff for $39.17. Hubbard and McLellen inwardly a complete model of a celebrated unpleasant circumstance had revealed an un- 000.000.
French chateau. It was erected about twenty lawful love, they went once more to Europe.
the same, and generally to have for plaintiff. Pierce and Jewett for deft
this curing
Boston,
For getting drunk extensively while ou a visit to
paper.
of all matters relating to the object.
Ezra L. Blanchard vs. Sewall Shute. An years ago by Col. Edward Preble Deacon, a After her husband’s death Mrs. Deaeon came
Portland, Gov. Chamberlain put the Capitol Guardi,
J®*T. C. Evans, IOC Washington Street, is an author- charge
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
ized agent of this paper.
Messrs. William C. Marshall, N. F. Houston action on account annexed with an account son of Commodore Deacon, a well known back again, but soon returned to France and of Augusta, on probation. They remembered too
j
»*Gko, P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row,New York,
Verdict for plaintiff for $234.88. officer in the II. S. Navy, and a native of Paris. She is now living, in poor health, in faithfully wrant's visit to Augusta, an I tin* extenwill receive advertisements for this paper, at the lowest and William (). Poor were made said com- in set off.
-ii
our state Legislature comand
has
orders
with
her
three
rates.
Their
will
children
receive
attenHavre,
sive nun hill paid by the State
her,
always
promt
"
mittee. After remarks and the submission Nickerson for plaintiff. Abbott for deft.
Maryland. Col. Deacon derived his title
-day. and wa* organized by the tion.
—one daughter and two sons.
"Mi-'crs. For President of
The Waterville Mail rejoices over the new free
WHouack Dodd, 121, Washington Street, Boston, is of views by persons present
from
Charles Turner vs. Irvin Calderwood. This
having served in the army during the
concerning the
\\
o of'Penobscot; Seereta- an authorked Agent for the Journal.
bridge, and the amount of business it brings to the
v
A FINE RECEPTION,
• ii<
t Vugusta: Assistant Secreroute, its practicability, probable business, was an action against the defendent, as Indian War. Much of his wealth is said to
1
town.
M. II- oil -t Pinliner. John Marrinbeen acquired in subsequent land
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the date on &c., the committee was authorized to call Sheriff of this county, for the alleged mis- have
I’lii* annual festival of the Hide and Leathtii. wa-elected Messenger, and the
colored slips attached to the
Senator Morrill is well enough to ride out, and
paper. It is the only subsequent meetings, and an adjournment conduct of J. M. Snow, one of his
in
t Freeport, was elected Assistant form of
In
the
of
summer
er Association of Boston took
deputies. speculations Michigan.
receipt now used. For instance, 15 May 08,
place in Horti- will return to
I ; •'pi aker of the House, Edwin B. means that the
Washington the last of the mouth.
subscription is paid to that date. When was voted.
Col.
is
who
The
described
as a
in
his
1840,
Deacon,
writ
that
a
favor,
cultural
Hall
on
of
this
in
plaintiff
week,
alleged
u
f {»•<!: (lerk.SumnerJ.Chad- a new payment is made, the date will be
Wednesday
immediately
Ward Beecher's parishioners are trying
Ilcnry
It
l'\n:
to
and
thus
is
t
a
in
full
sutheient
to
aristocratic
A —i-taiit
is sent
and reserved man, met the form of one of (lie most
b k, X. A. Smith, changed
correspond,
receipt
state, m reference to the against one Worcester, was placed in Snow’s haughty,
magnificent re to prevail on him to accept $20,(XX) salary.
R* port.1. R. Walker of Turn- with every paper, Subscribers in arrears arc requested
to forward the sums due.
purposes and practicability of this project- hands with directions to attach a quantity of at Saratoga the handsome Boston belle, Miss eeptions that has been seen here lately.
>b
nger; D. (’. Lombard of
Lawrence Sullivan, sentenced to be
in
«*In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to first, that it is done to secure the business to
M'*s-cngcr: Lyman B Kim- which
granite; that Snow did attach the granite, Parker, daughter of the wealthy Peter Park- The gentlemen comprising the Association New \ <>i k on the 17th instis now a ravinghung
the paper is sent.U**
maniac,
n.
ond A-distant Messenger,
loud
and
Belfast
rcliising
and
the
himself
of
for
Moosehead
to
This
fifteen
which
was
soon
the subject
follow- are among the wealthiest in Boston, and ol
.depriving
sleep
Hoad,
prior attachments; that the er, Esq.
acquaintance
!e Senate providing that the
several dav-J, and it has been necessary to
strap
!i:ed by the Governor and Coununprecedented action and bad faith ot tiie granite was sold by Snow, and the proceeds, ed by marriage, and shortly afterward the course spared no expense to make it a suc- him to a bed and pad tin walls of
his prison to preTHE
GOVERNORS
MESSAGE.
approve*! March 24th, INTO.
vent
him
from
out
his
brains.
Maine
Central Road withholds from us. after satisfying the prior attachments, were happy couple went abroad, where they re- cess. About three hundred invitations were
dashing
niatfc r- in relation to credits aliota- of towns by the State and genWe give this week the full text of Gov- Second, as to its practicability, a careful in- applied pro rata, to the plaintiff’s execution, mained several years. Thus the romance issued, and the
Pap- r is to be made of the husks of oats. Writtogethei
assemblage
brought
:
ic. :t
ni''ii not actually put into the
ers who U'C i! will feel their oats and he
ernor IVrhani's first
very live-.i/- d under all the
message, at the sacrifice vestigation shows that the winter business and the executions of four other creditors, all commences.
powers given
| many of the representatives of wealth, fashion ly.
r*'-o)vc> Jo .-oniplete the service for ot considerable
be
will
At last, yielding to the solicitation of Mrs. and
very great, constituting, as it will, whom attachments were subsequent to the
space in our columns that
in
as
well
as
some
disBoston,
beauty
.’•pointed, ami limiting the time we
Another attempt will he made this wiater to proiif «-oinmi--ionei’s to report,
usually devote to other matter. We do the great outlet to the ocean of all the im- plaintiffs. Snow alleged that at the time the Deacon’s father and friends, they returned tinguished guests from other cities. The cure
Congressional aid lor the Cape Cod ship
in
passed
consequence of the this because it is no more than just that the mense region which railroads are making plaintiff’s attachments was made the plaintiff to Boston to establish themselves.
And it upper hall was used for
dancing, and was canal.
availing th«' arrival of important
new
to
Chief
The
to
share
distance of only agreed verbally
Bangor.
w.Wniiurion before they eouM rcpro rata with the was decided, with the aid of Mr. Parker’s decorated in the most beautiful manner with
Magistrate should stale his own tributary
In a Wyoming tavern, a mountain
rough, veu*
d tliar the commissioners will intentions in his own
onion'd) drunk, was practicing with his revolver
way. If we can’t tell twenty miles will need to be provided for. other four creditors. Verdict for plaintiff for wealth, to erect for them a home, which flags, flowers, plants and evergreens.
t.» tlie I gi-laturc next week,
at various objects in the bar-room.
An
ox teamI
n view of these facts the citizens ot Belfast $87.98.
Nickerson for plaintiff. Hubbard though located in a republican country,should
b
i < a.nli -i land, introduced an order how his official career is to end, we can all
pretty boquet was placed between each ol ster enter, d, called for a drink, and a ball from tbs
id
tie- table and ordered to be see how he
are ready to subscribe largely, the towns on for defendent.
shattered the glass at his lips. Withrough’s
starts out.
combine all the stateliness, elegance, and the windows, and from the
pistol
Justices of the Supreme Juceiling were sus- out a word the hull-whacker put his hand behind
The Governor, for the mercies and bless- the route will loan credit, and railroad buildInhabitants of Knox vs. Inhabitants of luxury of a French Palace. To carry out
theii opinions as to whether
~i\»
and handsome bunches of fra- his back, produced bis pistol, levelled it at the rutpended
huge
•a *'• ile* P. A K. and Maine Central
fiau’s head, and remarked us the body
thai we are receiving, returns thanks ers and capitalists who have investigated the Waldo. This was an action to recover for this idea, M. Lenioulia was induced to come
dropped to
i.
•cord im* with the laws of the ings
grant flowers. On the platform, where the the lloor, "That, d—d scoundrel would
have hurt
ispi. win’ll the Uase of the former first to Providence, and secondly to Gen. matter, are ready to contract for the road supplies furnished one who fell in distress in from France to superintend its structure and Germania Band sent forth theii sweetest somebody pretty soon.”
He then tilled another
aihvted.
gla>- and drank the contents, strode out as deliberGrant’s administration—so that any expecta- and take its stock largely.
Knox, and whose legal residence, the plain- arrangements. lie was assisted by the cele- strains, were
.' ■: pr* -tail d a resolve
deposited the pots of plants ately as lie had come in. and with a “Whoa, haw,
providing
The question first to be decided is, will the tiff's claimed was in Waldo. Before the trial brated American architect (I. F.
••■bant amendments to the eonstitu- tions that he would reverse this order of
The
decorations
there,” started his oxen up the road.
here
took
the
of
a
form
tom
Bryant.
b
'I'dried to be printed.
gratitude are for the present dispelled.
Legislature grant a charter ? AVe reply, was concluded a settlement was effected and inc mansion is or hnck, surrounded by a pie, with the pillars twined in
and
ever
'ii ;
•inmitee- have been eonsti*
The A\ lug's thermometer, at Ilangor, on the Oth,
gilt
An exhibit of Slate finances is made, but how can it refuse ? The facts in the case the suit was withdrawn. Abbott for plaintiff. high brick w:ili,
lowcompletely shitting oft’from greens, canopied over with flags. The back marked lb degrees below zero.
the Governor refrains from
:
"i
pedestrians a view of the magnificent ground displayed a blue field covered will
Lane of Cumberland,
saying whether make up the best possible arguments that Boyle and McLellan for defendents.
A
bap in Waldo .-minty pushed
wheelbarrow
\
ui
Waldo, of the Senate. or not it is satisfactory.
from Monroe to IJelfast last s:tnduv night, distance
The array of can be presented—arguments that need only
and indeed of the building itself,
grounds,
stars.
were also arranged tent
gilt
Flags
1.*•* Calais, Bliss of Washington,
ior a wugei of <*. o i.
miles,
Morrill
was
nominated
for
bet he left a
We’ll
Senator
at
the
to
be
stated
to
and is noted for being the first
carry conviction with them.
i. Wilson of Thomaston, San- figures is imposing, when we remember the
building fashion over the windows, and were looped pretty wife ;tt home! [Hardiner He porter.
I. *nl of Alfred, Hutchings of Brew* modest
caucus in Augusta last
to
AVe
started
build
a
republican
railroad
legislative
that
for
should
state expenses, in
erected in Boston with a Mansard roof. around .he
requirements
I- h«* bad «me lie did. site certainly wasn’t in the
House.
balcony with flowers, and wreaths
week, and will be elected. Chamberlain had
us communication with

.1 pledge you my earnest cooperacaleulate<l to promote the
'!»• state and the happiness of the
M. Pkttkngill & Co., C State St., Boston,
\i iv-- the hop.- that your councils and 37 Park Row, New York, are our authorized Agents
for
:
i-. an*! result in the
procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiselasting bene- ments.
b»
ur constituents.
<WS. It. Niles, No. 1 Scollay’s Building, Court St.,
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We have the satisfaction
B-outi-'i!-.—Me>«.r>. Foster of Kennc- Democratic times.
ui.Mm land. Sawyer of Wnshinton, ot
knowing, however, that his excellency

«

Augusta, lined, oi Waldobo- does not forget the time honored adjurations
"!
Bangor, Hobart of Dennysvillc, to economy. Like the
worshippers of the
: Moulton.* otiseus of
Kennebunkport, Veiled
: armington, of the House.
Prophet, the authorities at the State
V'l 'ii s—Messrs. Spaulding of
Sagu- 'House know nothing about the virtue that
WaMo. French of Somerset, ni the
they profess to adore.
ni
Gorham. Atwell of Orono,
The subject which the Governor was exB<»v< r, < obh of Windham, Goodwin
H I;- ix 1 y o| Phillips, White of Green- pected by some of Isis most active
supporters
Houm1.
to urge upon the attention of the
1 f ronticr Defences—Messrs. SawLegislature,
Mto:.. Dudley of Aroostook. Lane of that of the creation of a State
Police, is en>"ii

!

v:

«•(

•—S- naJc.
B
<!
<•!
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.i.iin,

—vaiatc.
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the rest of the

securing

were

what

wanted many devoted friends among the people,
The Maine who admired his courage and honesty, and
and in the disbanded soldiers who had seen his
we

the most favorable terms.
Central interfered, and by unjustifiable
on

means, as its

lated the matter
minate at
be

as

to make

our

Bath. Robic of Gorham, Sew\\ oodburv of Houlton, Harriman of
,,t Portland. Bird of Uoekland—

-••ss

where

we never

desired

to go, and never in-

Whether the

—

<

i\

i'

nil:. Ail.iir*- and Insurance—Messrs.
iimherkind. Webber ot Somerset, Smith

—Scjiate.
‘i B .ni of
'-

■

1

X:

Kitfery. Gannett of Bath,
Lllswortli, Blossom of Moiiirooutli,
Ivnim bunkporl. Hopkins of ML Ver-Iwin of Berwick—House.
1
Reform—Messrs, ( leaves of Oxford,
oi "agadalioe, Smith of Lincoln—Senmb

ot Whitolield, Heath of WaterB- riland. Knapp of East Liveri'
«»! i’iddeidrd. ('obh of Windham,
"t < liutoli—HotlsC.
! ;u :Ui<m—Mr-s''.
French of Franklin,
I oi.•t: \ ill of Cumberland—Senate,
\
of charleston, Hathaway of
K1
in of Ma daw ask a,’Potter of
Tops:
!- l-m of 'i ork. Holt of New
Sharon, ColWindsor—House.
b. o.kv md Banking—Messr*. Grav ol
KenM'-’tK oi Cumberland Hobson of York—
•*

ton

"*

U.

d

they

are never to taste.
We have thought
the Governor might lie uttering a sort, of
apology for this omission when he says—
To grapple effectively with an evil so interwoven
with the love of gain, the appetites, the prejudices
and the social habits of the people, and to which so
many in high social standing are wedded, is in
some respects, an unwelcome duty, and
requires
courage and devotion which many good people

We ask for

even less than justice
have been robbed of
shall be restored, but that we
may be permitted to go again diligently to work, and
aided by the light of this experience of cor-

—not that

porate

something
what

we

treachery, retrieve our ill fortune.
We don’t desire the Legislature to be the
shrink from exercising.
Good Samaritan—we can take care of ourThe most prominent prohibitionists in the selves, asking
*: Ui*.
only that the honorable body
'in ... P.nurw; k, Johnson of
Augusta, •state have contended that the constabulary shall not imitate the Priest and the Levite,
r U
M-'f.'ii’a, W'vm.in of Newport, Palmer
could “grapple effectually” with intem- and pass over to the other side.
"■
W .Nworlli or I'einliroke, Haskell of only
tll'l-1 I'.llM
We make these remarks, because it is unperance, and it the Governor, as the leader
h
M«Ssi*s. Pi'-rlev of Cumberland,
of those “good people” shrink* from (he derstood that the Maine Central will
H uicoek, 11 ay ford of Oxford—Senate.
oppose,
Ginn ot Wilton, Bean of Denmark,
duty,—why, the whole tiling has gone up. with all its lobby force, the charter that we
W u- rboro. < egoodof Durham,
Willard
have experimented until their theory is ask for. To the rank
'•
Mackpole of Acton, i.ane of Raymond They
injustice of a repudiaif •■!*•»*.
ruined.
tion of its contract, it proposes to add the
Manufactures—Messrs. Mayo of Piscataquis,
“For centuries the traffic in
1! nr *« k. Minot of Kennebec—Senate,
intoxicating ranker injustice of denying even our right to
d
i'mgli v of Auburn, Burnham of Bi<lde- drinks lias been the subject of restrictive live.
i!
tt
>d Sanford, Chase of
Augusta, Os1
in every Christian nation,”
■•[ i
v\i-: m. Nut ter of (’ape
says
Elizabeth, Bishop legislation
Mi;..—House.
the message. This proposition states a curious
The Portland Advertiser relates how Mr.
*
,’1"1
*>
—Messr>. Nickels of Penob11..!•-<<11 ni y oi k, Gniv of Kennebec—Senate. 'mingling of “rum and true religion”— Russell of that city was neatly flanked
by
Hob-011 of Wiseassett. Talbot of East but is at the same
time an admission Mrs. R. Instead of going to Boston, as she
l|
At 'veil of < trono, Fitch of
Bliss
Sebago,
U -nmgton. Sioverof Morrill,
Getchell ofllald- that Christian effort and restrictive legis- said she was about to, she came back late at
0—House.
lation combined have failed to overcome the night, and found him in bed with the
ni slate Bands and state
servant
Roads—Messrs. Dudley
\r eoiuok. Itolf of
Washington, Webber of use of liquors, through centuries of history. girl. There was a disturbance in that family
mior-et—Senate.
The savage nations have been
'lessrs. Martin of Ituinford. Darker of Fort Fairtemperate ex- at once. The wife fired a pistol at her subi.
linj.iii <,f Munson, Strickland of Bangor, cept so far as they have been improved by stitute, and the girl jumped ouk of the win-'■
I ot Etna, Moore of
Maehiasport, Moores the introduction of missionaries accompanied low. The
I Milton—House.
police court then took charge of
1 "vison of Towns—Messrs.
Ilinks of IJan- by the almost invariable importation of New he case.
'‘"'lib ot Knox, Mayo of
Piscataquis—Senate. England rum in the same ships.
',
'nntb of Parsonslield.
Hopkins of BlueAUGUSTA MATTERS.
I ;,> e>r ol
In course of the argument in favor of
Norridgewock, Itawson of Bangor,
pro!
rn' * lehore of
1',\Vl
Eineolnville, Foster hibition, the Governor calls to his aid a form
The commission for revising the statutes
■i l. -tbei—House.
"" Division of
Counties—Messrs. Webber of of illustration which we approach with some las asked for further time. Their work will
liner., I.
lorn y of Knox, French of Franklin—
senate.
misgivings and diffidence, and which our )e ready by February first.
'le.-r-. stiekney ol Presque Isle.
Hon. Daniel Sanborn, commissioner on
of Dan- alarmed modesty almost refuses to deal with.
Wagg
Bern Ol Buxton. Haskell of
Garland, Brew- He says—
Paper Credits, who is also representative
'"eeport, Hastings of Union, Severance of
i! -in ml—House.
I he laws ol prohibition against brothels,
Tom Bangor, has
gamresigned the former place,
"ii Incorporation of
Towns—Messrs. Xeallv of bling houses, impure ilooks and pictures, houses ot
rhe remaining commissioners has asked for
oi k. smart ot Waldo. French
orFraiikllu—senate.
lin<l. tippilng shops, all rest upon the same
Messrs, llic kerof Fort Fairfield. (Hard of Lin. dl-fume,
principle, viz:—that these trades are inconsistent ‘uitlier time. It is bcleived that
they will
'•in, Alidrt'w > of OtisfieM,
Mayo of Monroe, ^Huart with the public welfare, which it is not only the Make
.1 iiel.gr: de, Jenkins of Elliot,
important revelations.
Goodrich of Moscow right hilt the duty of the government to provide
-I Inline.
for in all legitimate ways.
( mi Fisheries—Messrs.
Bartlett of Hancock, TorAmnesty stands a poor chance in Congress under
It' these rest upon the same principle,
ol it mix, sawyer, of Washington—Senate.
why .lie developements of rebel ruffianism at the South,
Mi-sm-s. Minot ef Pliipsburg, Whitmore of Bneks- not deal with them in the same
md
the eulogies of Lee and other traitors in Con-'way? It the
ltodiek of Eden, Anderson of Eastport. Moore
and the democratic papers. [Kennebec Joursale of liquors is equally reprehensible with ?ress
"i Maehiasport, Snowman of
nal.
Penobscot, Neal of
those offences which “sin against the
Westport—House.
How would it stand under the
strength
devclopem Indian Adairs—Messrs. Itolf of
Washington,
I '.tiler of Penobscot. Nickels of Penobscot—Senate. of youth,” why tolerate the one, and condemn ments of the President’s relative Longstrcet,
Messrs. Hobart ot Dcnnysvillc, lteed of No. 11. the other?
By its practice, the party in in the New Orleans Custom House, and Lee’s
B inge 1. Andrews of Palmyra, Taber of
Unity,
Ellis «f Canton, Blanchard of Corinth, Cook of power sets up a public grog shop in every confident, Akerman, in Grant’s cabinet?
Tnpslield—House.
town in the State, with one of its select
( m Claim—Messrs. Minot of
Kennebec, Cleaves members in
There is nothing of special interest front
■ it < ixford.
charge, by whose discretion and
Perlcy of Cumberland—Senate.
Messrs. Comings, Hagar, Wbitehouse, Carver, under whose behest the
the
French and Prussian war. The Germans
are
sold
|
beverages
Drisco, Hayden. White—House.
for a price. If the Governor bo right in his have now the city of Paris within reach of
ni Pensions—Messrs. Fuller of
Penobscot, Rob- j
ert- nf York, Smart of Waldo—Senate.
and the party of which lie is the head their guns, and have begun to throw in
Messrs. Paunett, Stiekney, Cushing, Hill, Win- theory,
be correct in its practice, then is there much shells. Several fires had been kindled by
i' " Simpson, ltuynes—House.
"n insane
Hospital—Messrs. Hobson of York, remaining to lie done in the details of “uro- thorn among the houses of the city. Mean1M b V of (
umberland, Ilinks of Hancock—Senate.
Messrs, \\ all, Jones,
Thompson of Dover, Brad- viding for the public welfare.” Why should time provisions are scarce, and starvation or
biirv, snow. Ray. Weed—House
establish in each town, a book- surrender appear to be the only alternatives.
not the
m Reform School-Mcssrs.
ll'ayford of Oxford, store forparly
-iii’iii ol Lincoln, Minot of
the
sale
of the forbidden literature
Kennebec—Senate.
The San Domingo business was considered
'i-TAi
'V.V-,’1,'’ Jones,
TPerkins of Portland, to which allusion is made, in charge of some
B-idik. Moore of Bueklteld,
Fish—House
After a warm det m State Prison—Messrs. Roberts
of York Grav trusty radical, who will control it for the in the House on Monday.
of Kenni bee. Bartlett of Hancock—Senate.
elect ? Houses of ill-fatne, eligi- bate, in which the Democrats opposed the
of
the
good
Messrs. Wyman, Tebbetts, Dustin
ItcynoUls,
Martin. Berry of Damariseotta. Bragdon—House! bly located, judiciously arranged, and con- bill, and the republicans advocated it, in"n Public Buildings—Morris of
Cumberland! trolled by such a general superintendent as cluding Ben Butler, the time l'or taking ,the
Holland of Androscoggin, French of Somerset—
Senate.
Ike Kalloeh, would not only exemplify the vote was fixed for 2 o’clock on Tuesday.
Messrs. < 'base, Foster,
Skillings, Partridge, wisdom of the wise, but be a great element
Brown, Mahoney, Clark of China—House.
The opponents ol Grant’s St. Domingo
Mil I,ibrary—Messrs. Vose of Waldo, Foster ol of party
strength. The control of the legal- scheme are
reminding him of the story of
Kennebec, Carved of Cumberland—Senate.
ized party grog-shops has given thousands
Messrs. Ray, Cleaves, Hodgdon, Emery, Simon
whose vineyard was coveted by a
Naboth,
ton. Say ward. Green—House.
of votes to radicalism, and should it
adopt
as related in the second
the executive hints we fear it might never be powerful neighbor,
book of King’s.
The Hancock Woolen Company at Orland, commenced operations last July. In four months they unseated from power.
bad mamifaclured 1:1,040 yards of woolen goods,
The recommendation of biennial sessions
U. S. Steamer Saginaw was lost on French
Ills yards ol which were repellents. They run
of
the legislature is wise, and we
but eight looms, but soon expect to increase Ihe
hope may Frigate Shoals, in the Pacific, Oct. 29th.
the number to twelve.
lie adopted and the constitution amended ac- Lieut. Talbot and three men were drowned.
■

■

■

■

■

'■

■

time—comfortably

and without

wheelbarrow.

•f evergreens. In the intervals between the
dances the company were entertained with
singing by some of Boston's best musicians.
Among the best efforts was a solo rendered
by Mrs. Sawyer, who has just returned from

A
he

young man at l. Crosse, Wis., looked through
kev-hole ot a girl's bed-ro.mi, and ever slue*
the doctors have been trying to get a knitting
needle out of the pi:.. »• where liis north eve used lo
be.

1

The Iv-iiiicb.v k»

i>

have begun to

ship ice.

• t ion : have b.en onsnling for sick soldiers on
low diet in tbe military bospit.-ds during the late
war to sing:
••When this grind war i- over we
dial! uc'at again."

road ter- much tor them.

point on theirs where we should
completely at their mercy—at Burnham,
a

tended to go, and but for their
bribery and
cajolery never would have gone.
i\ow, having compassed their ends, got
mine. Hut the history ot political ambition our road to terminate where it must
bring
is largely a record of the
forgetting by per- everything to them and take nothing from
sons in power of the means which
elevated them—having saddled the city and railroad
them, a kicking away of the ladder by which with large debts, which but for their repudiathey climbed, and the disappointment of tion could be easily carried they turn
hosts of expectants. We can
fancy the their backs and say they have no further use
open mouthed wonder ot the army of aspir- for ns 1
ants to the insignia of the State
Our appeal to the Legislature is not that
Policeman,
who remember the glittering generalities of the Maine Central may be compelled to
the prohibition resolve of the radical state amend its bail faith and carry out its contract
convention, and sigh for the Hesli pots that —it is not for pity, compassion or charity.

tirely ignored.

Some idea of its extent may lie had from the
fact, that in the lofty saloons on the first tloor,
five hundred guests were entertained at one

crowding.
present directors allege, devotion on the field. But, unused to “the Also from the circumstance hat the consumpforced ns from our purposes and desires, and ways that are dark and tricks that arc vain,” tion of a ton of coal a wee's was never suffistudying in Europe. Her voice is very sweet
compelled a lease to them. They so manipu- the politicians and place hunters were too cient to properly heat it.
and shows good culture,
flic lower hall,

corrupt

Governor has
Harmony, Googins of Millllri'toj, Wass of Addison, Par- grown wiser in this regard, or
merely more
Thompson of Trenton, Gray of politic and
circumspect, we cannot deter-

—1
:io:i.c. Ways and Bridges—Messrs. IIolA nci-uM'oggin, Xeally of
York, French of

■

give
world, and

There is no gas used in the building save where the
supper was served, was also dec
in the vestibule and culinary departments.
but
not so splendidly as the upper
orated,
Maine Central Railroad.
We are inA. llenrv -utnoulon, ex-minister of a Minnesota
debted to Mr. Small, Station Agent at Ban- All the other magnificent and lofty rooms, one. The supper, instead fit being served
hurcli, has retired from the business under the
gor for the following figures showing the ex- some twenty feet in height, are lighted with upon numerous tables with a scat for each persuasion of the elder, for various “indiscretions,”
tent of the freight business of the Maine Cen- lusters and candlcbras.
such a- forgetting that he had a wife in Maino and
The effect of the
guest, was placed upon a single long tabic, •‘letting on” that lie was unmarried.
tral Railroad to and from this city during the
from these hundreds of candles, when and the
light,
look
their
assembly
supper, sitting,
The total amount of freight sent
year 1870.
That terrible traitor and Tammany Democrat
from Bangor over this road in the time men- burning, shed through these luxurious apart- standing, in the ante-rooms or wherever they William M. Tweed,
gave five thousand dollars to
tioned, was 35,722,389 lbs: the amount ments and down upon a gay richly dressed chose. This part of the entertainment was ■he po.u ol New York as a Christmas
present.
here
in
the
same period, 3G,07C,432
brought
assemblage, must have been dazzling in its managed on a very lavish scale, and all Wc havn’t beard ol m> leading radical who made
a
total
of
35.899 tons, 821 lbs., an averlbs.,
brilliancy, and wholy unlike anything ot the the delicacies and luxuries of the sea- such a contribution ns that.
age of about 115 tons for each working day
1 ii.tt lo.l-ye u-old la !, who .an thread a needle
in the year. Among the items from Danville kinil ever seen in America. All of the wood- son were to be found in abundance, charmvv’itl*
iu three diiicrent languages, and walk
Junction, were 32,075 bids, flour, 28,000 work in the interior o the house, as well as ingly and invitingly arranged amidst the :» mih*lluciicy
without, glasses, lias got around to Ohio.
bushels corn, 40,000 bushels oats and 490 tons the furniture,
and
other
adornplate, pictures
numerous boquets.
and glittering silver,
A Western pap r recently noticed the
feed. 3002 bins coal were unloaded from
opening ol
ments, came from Paris, and are of the
new whiskey store, the next
day apologized l.u
vessels at this port and sent West over the
glass and china.
the brevity of it- local columns, because “there
costliest
The
description.
Maine Central during the year.
splendid gateway
1 lie rich, magnificent toilets ol llie ladies
TBancor
L
porter was ill.” lb had assisted at the opening.
which leads to the main entrance, is on Con- lent no
Whig.
inconsiderable attractiveness to the
Mi-s Kite WiKon of Indiana took offence ut n
cord street, and the spacious vestibule
opens occasion, it was noticeable that but few married man for writing her a love letter, and coAt the annual meeting of Knox Agrieulllided him.
upon a grin I
ur-ease, which is seen from
walking, or short costumes were to be seen,
tuural Societies in Rockland Dec. 28th, the
the floor ;o the t o ct the
i his paragraph, fmnfia ( .dorado
without
a
building
dress
paper, is worthy
was
and
officers
were elected for the year
nearly every
elaboratelv of preservation as a skillful
following
long
of historical
1871 :—President, Timothy Williams, Rock- ceiling to break tin1 view. In the basement trained, and though some ol'the dark, somber information with local view- blending
•*< 'harfee’s
majority
is 1 :;-J. or just one hundred less
land, G. II. Ingraham, Camden, Simeon Fish, are found the large foreign looking kitchen, colors
than
CfirKtoidim
the
appeared,
brighter hues of green, ('omnibus discovered America.”
Hope, George W. Jones, Union, Warren laundry, and various apartments designed blue,
pink, scarlet, garnet and white were
I'"-11 111 mcndianl.s are signing a Memorial In the
Blake, St. George; Trustees, John Folger, for thi! accommodation of the
servants.
On mostly worn. Mrs. II. Storer llarrv, Mrs. I nili-1 ~t.It, ~11 f<• 'gainst
tie- annexation of San
Hope, John C. Cleveland, Rockland, G. S. the first tloor is tlie
grand ball-room, billiard Emerson, and another bride whose name i Doming".
Barrows, Camden, Henry Spaulding, South
‘'vou Inna- only yourself to
Thomaston, Euw. Kelleran, Cushing; Secre- room, library, the Maria Antoinette Boudoir, did not learn,
please," sal.l a l’.eueappeared in their bridal
i to an old liaeh elor.
■■True,"
he, ••but
tary, J. W. Folger, Hope: Treasurer, .Jere- the Montmorenei saloon, and dining-room.
dresses of white silk and satin, elaborately yon eannot t. || what a ditlietilt taskreplied
I lind it.”
miah Tolman, Rockland.
1 he chambers huvi a hatband
dressing-room trimmed with lace, fringe and folds. Mr
D
Hi Imiaaists know whether
Nebuchcuezzar,
attached to each apartment.
"■lieu h'1 w' t’
to eat grass, had
ally laurels
Sawyer was charming in a black silk, cut on his browse?doomed
Full particulars arc received of the frightN. Y. l.i-ader.
The floor of the main hall is of tesselated
with square neck, and loose Grecian sleeves
ful catastrophe on the Mississippi and Tenmarble covered with rugs made from
■fudge D.iuforth has been re-nppoiuted to the
nessee 11. It.
single trimmed with rich white la -e. Among (the
The accident was caueed
by skins ot animals. It contains
Supreme lien, h.
the breaking of an axle of one of the
rare
many
other beautiful costumes was an elegant
passenD"i. (
and Male Treasurer Caldwell
This car was overturned by the curiosities, among which is a
ger cars.
porter’s chair black velvet, a green silk trimmed with hut nt lip hamjierlaiu
~J'>o,i.flii Worth el Maine bonds of inuulei
shock and caught lire from the stove. Seven made ot deer’s antlers
war loan issue in the Treasurer's
and skin, ornamented
pal
ut An
heavy ruehings of the same, and white Swiss gusts, and so hot a lire 'lid it make that ottice
persons were burned to death, one woman with bone
the chimney
carvings, an antique card receiver, overdress, ornamented with
and in- took tire, hut the t!am. were quickly extinguished.
being literally jammed head foremost into n
edgings
the stove and reduced to a cinder. The terhuge Malta vase, and a piece of Gobelin sertions of valencies lace; a
The great nutmeg smuggling ease is still ou trial
pink silk long
ror of the unfortunate negroes who
tapestry
representing victory. On the w ills looped overskirt ol the same, caught back in Huston, it lias taken ou a lluvor of gin recently.
occupied
the ear was indescribable. “Packed
upon are four pictures, designed to represent the from the front and trimmed with
Horace (. reelov says he isn’t a candidate for comwhite satin
one
another, thrown violently from seats Errors of
Cove, brought from the Mont- and lace, low necked and short sleeved cor- missioner to San I loutingo, and won't go
that were broken from their
anyhow.
fastening, ihe morenci Chateau in France, and
car on lire from the overturned stove,
painted by sage with white lace sack, and a scarlet >ilk (Had to hear it.
they
crushed one another; children were suffocat- Fragonard for Marshal Loubisse.
Our travelling agent, s. \. Taher.
Magnifi- with point lace flounce and sack. The great trom
writing us
ed and crushed under foot, and
Brooks. lire. doth, says the Belfast and Moose
many mot cent bronzes, ebony pedestals, solid oak number
head
Hake
It.
If.
is
of Swiss muslin overdress,ornamenthorrible deaths.”
doing a brisk business in tbe
chairs, rich curtains and Japanese cabinets ed
line. Within three d ivs after the tnn k was
with lace, tucks and insertions were very freight 127s laishels of
changed
potatoes and ;12 tons ot hav
make up the other attractions in this room.
noticeable. The hair was almost universally lett that station for Itelfast, while nearly the same
Another Insolvent Insurance Company.
In the billiard hall are the f'amilv portraits.
amount of freight awaited transportation' for whi, h
Judge Barnard of New York on Monday apdressed in long looped braids mingled with there were not sutlbbent ears.
[Maine Farmer.
pointed damps II. Coleman receiver of the also a portrait ot Queen Elizabeth by curls, and fastened on the
top with sprays ol
I'lie Portland Press is engaged in reading
Farmers’ & Mechanics’ Life Insurance Co. of Duchesne. This room is
George
in red natural flowers and
upholstered
that city, which lie ordered to show cause
long drooping vines ol F. Talbot and Fred Pike out of the republican
velvet, and the tables are inlaid with rare
smilax.
it
We
won’t
before him on Friday, the 13th,
send Talbot Into ours.
hope
Scarcely any artificial flowers were parly.
why its affairs should not be wound up and the Com- marbles. It contains also a large and costly to be seen.
■l ames Walls and wit’e, of Hampden, steward and
pany dissolved. State Superintendent of In- mirror and two beautiful Carcel lamps. The
stewardess on boar I bark Investigator, of SearsCOCIIITU AT K WATER.
surance, Miller, reports the assets of the library contains many small
port, I tot It died at sea, on the passage from Sarau
paintings, comThe president of the Water Board has no l nab to Bremen.
Company only $125,000, while its liabilities prising pictures by
Morgenstein, Reubens,
exclusive of capital are $187,281 Greater.
tided the inhabitants of Boston of the neces(dla>:<;k OK Ti.mk.
We understand that the
The
Ilo says also that the Company run on what Chopin and oilier celebrated artists.
of economy in the use of the C'oehiluate time of leaving Augusta bv morning train, wtil
book-cases
sity
and
is known as the co-operative
are
of
solid oak,
pannclings
soon be changed lo I 'laimmodate Itelfast travel dc
system, and
that the order to swell the volume of business richly carved in the medieval
water, stating that in consequence of the sirtius of visiting Bangor and returning the same
style. Among
apparently done by the Company, and show the curiosities is a cabinet done in Nurem- long drought, and the present low state ol night. Idle hour for leaving will probable lie about
seven in Hie morning,
them arrive in Bana low rate of
expense, a large number of
the lake—which is unprecedented—that un- gor an hour later. I making
Whig.
false entries were made of policies issued berg, a great clock made by Bussot of Paris,
less
the
of
water
is
and premiums received at the office ot the and a valuable Majolica plate by
present consumption
A lire in Bangor on Sunday night,
Catfagido.
destroyed a
Company. The books of this Company show This room is upholstered with purple leather. stopped in the city the Board will ho obliged wooden block oil Main street, and badly damaged
an expenditure since its
to restrict its use to certain hours of the day, the one adjoining,
organization, a period The Montmorenei Saloon, on the
knning the tenants turned out
opposite
of only about fifteen months, of over $08,000
or deprive all trades and manufactures of its was Mis IToswell, who li t I just removed from Halside
ol
the
is
hall,
furnished
iii
for advertising, printing and
green satin
low,dl.
stationery alone. and
use.
gilt, and is said to be in every respect a
[Whig.
Hangor parties have purchased the old steam
MCF.TTRICK FAILS.
faithful copy of the grand Montmorenei
laill property mi \\ inl<*rp.nl. :11111
intend to nr,> tut,,
Murder and Robbery. Friday
McEttriek, the great walking champion, tie; manufacturing of l.ri-k on a large scale tiio
morning, Saloon in the palace of Louis XV.
This
season
I
as the 8.20 Boston train started
l„-ite
is
Stung
,,ne ot unusual
from tin; room is a marvel of
just
Van
magnificence, from the who has been attempting the leaf of walk- ages. being dnvetly on II," banks of the riveradwill,
Union depot in Albany, N. Y. to cross Hudl.c ilitn
to, shipping at all seasons of the
104
rich
consecutive
hours
Abusson
with
a
half
son river
under
foot
to
ing
the woncarpet
only
year.
bridge, a man sprang into the
Hehasl is beginning to see the
American Express car and shot the
hours rest in twenty-four, gave nitt this
practical udvautexpress derful chandelier with its hundreds of penrailroad. Coni, iron, flour, coal
messenger, Thomas A. HaJpine, through the dants overhead. The walls are
panelled and afternoon at three o’clock, falling senseless and all[I1.1101
descriptions t.| heavy goods are being land-'
neck, in the right eye and in the light ear. emblazoned
"
her,, lor Hangor. W atervllle, and
on the track.
with
After
a rest of an hour and a
burnished
In
other places
the
The robber
figures.
then
took
the key from
l' <k.
I■ell.tst harbor is an excellent one
and the
him and opened the safe, from which be centre of these panels are the letters O. M. half he resumed his walk.but has utidonlded‘'■"’""f 1:1,1
tieemne
an
!“
important
lot to an extensive region, f Portland wlutei 0ulabstracted $2,259 in bills. He
At the windows hang the richest and most ly lost the wager, which was $1000.
His
accomplishArgus.
ed all this while crossing the
W ate indebted to Hiram Hliss,
bridge, and on magnificent draperies, and among the rare time would have been up at ten o’clock toKsq,, for L.«*2twarriving at East Albany, jumped off and made and valuable articles are live
lative documents.
French plate night. lie had therefore walked ninety seven
his escape. The crime was not discovered
Thu 1'"1'11:111,1 st:lr atinouu.es
two curiously carved brass flower hours or four days with
mirrors,
till the train had stood at the
these
brief
rests
that it will mature
only
depot some
l",siuess
''»■ interesting
minutes, when the wounded man crawled to stands, and a cologne fountain. The
and no sleep, betraying a physical enduranoe
orignal poetrv
dining
r;nn« :tf ton cents :i
the door of the car and attracted attention. room ontaius
line!
its other rare pictures which seems almost incredible
1 ’ki:<-tk.
among
He was immediately Liken to the
Mr- ISvron. a
city hospi- two by Boucher. Here is to be seen the
young urn! pretty actress in Altal, and notwithstanding his terrible wounds
m.ng her wardrobe between the scenes
identical
Sevres China tea set presented to
was able to give an account of the
Slight, and her luxuriant em Is
Patents.
Issued to Maine
robbery.
,L
!J‘
for the took
In,., naming
Mr. Ilalpine resides in Albany. His
Maria Antoinette by the city of Paris. There week ending .Tan. lid, 1S71, and inventors,
up at a fearful rale. Her dress
each hearing lint
recovery
is not considered possible.
date. Reported for the .lournal hv \V.\t. Ik Sri\ \
u.tJp.. next, and she was so b.ullv hunted that she
is also an Etruscan lea set and a
will the.
collarge
Solicitor of Patents. Schwartz Block. Wol Mnrk.'i
lection of Sevres China
SIX NEGROES HUNG.
having the medallion Square, Bangor, Me.
Sanford -T. Baker, Madison Centre, Potter of
portrait of Maria Antoinette and other beauMr. Sehenck, the new American Minister
Tdog for Powis; .1. Ik Coffin*. Portland. PapeV
Richmond, Va., Jan. 8.
ties of the French Court upon them, besides Cutting Machine: .lolm S.
Jenness, |ian»or f" England, expresses Ins purpose to crowd
On Thursday night a large
of
disDouble Hinge; Win. Ik Shaw. Portland S
party
een
England to a settlement of the Alabama
guised men broke open the jail of Union two Majolica plates.
Pavement.
claims now, while -lie has the trouble of the
The
Maria
South
Antoinette
Whole
inimhcr
of
and
Boudoir
is
county,
the richPatents issued for the w..„u
Carolina,
seizing the six
“Eastern question” with Russia on her
1911, together with 7 Re-Issues, no Kv e,
negro militiamen, who were in confinement, est, rarest and most attractive room of
„
| hands. He also expresses the
all,
fi Trade-marks.
and
Designs,
opinion that
charged with the murder of the white dray- and contains the same doors, furniture
and
England does not sanction what he lernts the
man that
morning, and liung them all. This decorations that were in the
arrogant, churlish, anti offensive conduct of
beauitful queen’s
outrage causes intense excitement.
Canada towards this country in the
boudoir in the French Palace.
matter of
il,,
h
fad
never
they
,hc bsher.es dispute; and thinks
Every article io .ink mii cl I. [h.ennebe<* .Journal.
that quesAt a meeting of the Directors of the
Portland, of furniture is also said to he placed in the
'l'hat isn’t so, HOW.
Hangor Hint Maeldas Steamboat Co. held Tuesday same
Whenever we ask an
position that it occupied there. The inch we shall
afternoon, a dividend of !i per rent, was declared,
lie
..
ready to give the republipayable on and alter the lath mat.
chairs, lounges, ottomans and panels of tho
U,1UJ
cans ’ell.
with this enuntn
1

■

1

to<:iikf„nell'l‘'l'l?,'l'"'V,

..Ml,!.1’,

jfi~fH£*H6usL'

Kcv. Mr. Sisson, of Stockton, preached at the
week, was Universalist church, in this city, on last Sabbath.
Washington, Jau. 9.
News of the County and City
: Ivon to a full bouse.
The old and favorite play of
A large lot of hides lo go over the railroad to ti e
House to-day, pending
Tho
scene
in
the
the Honeymoon or Taming the Shrew, was rcndcrHartland tannery arrived here last week.
the discussion of the San Domingo resolution,
of
the
to
exceed
I
,1
in
a
manner
Iiursthe
on
luie
\1
i..
11.
expectations
AiiivuTs I.
1(1.
The galleries
A boy wanted to work at the printing business. was decidedly interesting.
audience. Kate l’oor, as Juliana, when she swept
K \. *«»1111 >. F. Abbott,
ai tig, t n* o: h, I
were crowded—not uncomfortably, however.
Apply at this office.
iiii" of the series, ! upon the stage as the proud, imperious beauty who
ha
well ,u ‘u i- ! as
The House was unusually full, and on the
i :i stllii-' *t was “Tile ! was to be tamed, drew out hearty applause, and
viin ;.
a u,g !
-t
nr.
floor were to be seen a number of privileged
1
who
e
the
to
Ada
|
v,
hvtmvr is well acted
i!,
-in I N
Maim; People on the Pacific Coast.
Ilervey,
appart
perfection.
persons, among whom were Senators Conkin the musty roe>rd of th past,
peared for the first time, surprised all by the ease In Washington territory, at the town of ling and Morton, the latter having been carami self-possession ol her manner, as did also Alice
p
;i. t-l-m volum**- of whieh he brings out
Seattle and vicinity, there are a large num- ried over from the Senato wing in a chair,
i'*s
hniy histone*— hti t perhaps not always | Atkinson. The leading part of the Duke Arattzs,
and Gen. Horace. Porter, tho President’s
ber of people who emigrated from this
mi
r.'li t’*’
jj.. j. n ,t :i>i ini]*:irtial histori an. ; by Fred Monroe, was an improvement even on his
Mr. Morton took a seat
private,
We learn, from time to time, that near thesecretary.
H
In- favorite s, both among p 'oples and per- I former personations.
His figure, gestures and county.
main entrance of the Chamber, and
Ifis great idol is l he First N ipoleon, in ! elocution are all very tine. The subordinate parts they are thriving and contented. Occasion- as different members passed him, saluted
a
!i.neither spot nor blemish, and in eon- taken by .Messrs. Burkett, Ilersey and McDonald, ally an announcement comes which indicates them with such unusual warmth that they into listen to his
iti•»11 "f whom we tear he rontinually sins j were well personated.
Mr. George A. (Juimhy a
purpose to keep up the population, some- variably stopped long enough
appeals in behalf of this pet scheme of the adw«
in: indin ni whieh forbids thewormade a very decided hit in the humorous character
like
is
of
which
columns
front
the
this,
thing
ministration.
Mr. ('onkling moved about
in
than on < ; ,.l.
Had M r. Abbott, in his of Jnipics, and brought down the house with his
the Seattle Intelligencer—
the floor, eagerly button-lioling every one
N e
>n. trented tie -iibjeet of his hiog- : overflowing comicalities both spoken and acted, a
Married. At the residence of Judge it. s. Smith with whom lie came in conlaet, and Gen.
a .in th
impartiality whn h In* shows toward quality that seems to have been horn into him. The in Seattle, Hon.
George W. Stetson of Fori Gamble, Porter imitated his example so far as his peras
thecoinedy, and Miss Florence M. Smith of Seattle, W. T.
the Great, in th
-pries of paper* now atterparl we thought not so successful
sonal acquaintance with members would alhi .nigh H arper'- Monthiy—the same
md dragged in a manner which even the rollicking
The same paper mentions, as participating low him to do so.
Notwithstanding these
in of
! and e\il,:m l blending of light
Irish humor of O'Connell could not overcome.
in the festivities of a public occasion, several extraordinary efforts, however, the first ef!
P
| pon the whole, however, the spectators were extruth'. <*f h’storv J\v »tlld be better
fort on the part of the friends of the project
familiar names, as follows—
i eetiiugly well pleased.
mu-d
was a failure.
That effort was to take up
Visitors. During the festivities last week, we
oil mat "i- •'! lb I*- •! t v ,'instituted |
the Senate resolution out of its regular order
Judge Thurloitgli, of Monroe, has left with 11s noticed among the visitors who came to
participate
<*:'tie historieal re-eaivlies of some
p
specimens of the curious products of a plant with us in the enjoyments of the day, the following; on the Speaker’s table, and pass it without
iii_• {J,
S. Drew and lady, Fred Drew. A. l’liin- further delay.
The yeas and nays being
Hon.
M.
p ri *d from tlie !- -ginning I that lias
for
a
seasons
in
his
few
garden
past,
grown
Im- in' b
•i:mi
reign «.-f ‘harle- Fourth, mid which are unlike anything ever before seen ney, John Condon and lady, Hon. George W. Stet- ealled, the requisite two-thirds did not reson. Dr. II. A. Smith and lady, bumley Franklin,
three more votes being
at i:lief
-.- mat <it the rn-gn of I
p,
here. It is a bitsli that dies down every winter, Uriah Franklin, Thomas Golden. Alexander Mc- spond ailirmativclv,
The entertainment by the Belfast Dramatic As-
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with lie- <>uren and her

»rite Hodov, who faseinufod alike tin* infatuated
-e
ami h *r di*h *u u- 1 -■ >n-ort, \va- well told.
to
.a th
e.irruption- of ill tim *, and of
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and comes up anew from the root the following
spring, growing to the height of five feet, tt produces mi oblong case, something like the cotton

j

ball, which hursts when ripe, and discloses a white
substance like the down of thistles, or the finest

fietilv espe. illy. \va> painted in strong
I'li*- king, un i tin pi ru‘- p tram mr < ruloy,
and most delicate cotton, mingled with a small flat
*
t i.-m*d a: tin-i th
kin.-’- "Mi Ferdinand, ! sc.-d. So
closely is the material packed, that the
!
tun. t I ii throne.
liman 1 stirred up die popu- 1
contents, when shaken out, will till a hat full of
•! g i:;
f III* mVonf.
ill veite 1 m
whom
I the feathery substance. It smells like cotton, in
tpb- mdiallv h it* I. Pin* ronijdieat ions of burning. The Judge says it thrives in his grounds,
v i*
iti p »litie> an 1 Mi
*ri
of Xupohon
and resists attempts to exterminate it. Can any
ight th royal !aiui!> of Spain to th pre-ene- 011c tdl what it is? It is a northern plant with
:
Fi-nt
Imp.V‘M\ a• -uppliauts tor his favor. southern
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Tile meeting of stockholders in tin* Hay and
Itiver lladroad, was held in this city on Monday.
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Directors he instructed to oppose
the chartering of the Brooks and Bangor or any
other parallel road.
Captain Buckland, who made
luted that the

hi

tv

fa' orito,
I*
ll -hut.

ti

King’s HI tit. all 1 rllild W
vaIn lap-' '>! lim
:oiotii<T child
daiiglil'M
a- ii
Pi uvup.ui |-\*r—lull again a •! 111_*!i ter.
1,nan.I .hanged th
law ol -m-e.-ssion, giving
nan des the right to ascend tli.1 throne.
A long and
t'.oo !v civil war followed, whi-di resulted in tli1
A

lioru, K. I. Knight, Alexander Black, Geo. A.
Pierce, William McGilvery, Isaac Carver, Henry
McGilvery. David Howe, 1*. J. Curleton. It was

that

»:|cell

th-1 suggesthm that the
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The attendance was not large, owing perhaps to
the severe cold. In the absence of the Secretary,
John T. Ilowe was chosen Secretary protein. The
following Directors were then chosen—X. G. Ilich-
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l *st of Ferdinand*- daughter
■'Pi it i- who liab.***n exp.died from the throne and 1 alien refuge
France. Tin* vices of the r.e* v;
fnllv deloped in her p *r-on.
I'lie lecture was in th 11
il |
in.: I vie of the

*-l
.n
v

was listen d t» witli i;ri
t.
lint
Fi*v- Mr. Abbott could not refrain from lie* zealot’s
opportunity for a slur on th.* •' ttlmlie ehur.di. The

-p:\iker.and

—

and ('has. Gordon for Treasurer.
n e were

stirpriscunn jioiitiay,oy a ran irom non.
i'. W. Kendall, Democratic Member of Congress
ele.-| from Nevada. Mr. Kendall is a native of

Searsmont, in this comity, and lias resided upon
the Pacific coast about twenty years, and for a few
years past in Nevada, where he has been engaged
the practice of law. lie will take his seat in the
next
engross, in the place of a radical in the present one,and we feel sure Unit all his political friends
will he proud of him a- a representative of tlie
in

Democrats of Maine, who are honored abroad, if
Mr. Kendall assures us that the
not at homo.
states of the Pacilic slope will lie found in future

thoroughly

priest, when

a
p-r.oii Wa; going I do vi •
him, turn tie- a ■ciilm! in? »
•»*.% !
The
Iroh arc proverbial for ijuiek wit. and doubtless
»he euiigi till p *rprat" | .i --h, 4.
wecab mi ?i

''Oil

a

to

The Direc-

hv choice of X. G.
Iliehborn for President, lie/.. Herriman for Clerk,

ignorance uud superstition whieh pivv .tiled am mg
h- peasantry of that faitli. he vd 1 li
would i!!ii>irate by lh** story told him by one of Hi.an on hi,
v »vuge home
from Kurop*.
The mm said h had
leu-

present.

was

subsequently organized

tors

and

reliably

Democratic.

The present term of the Court is barren of interThere was expectation of an interesting

o-i.

breach of promise ease, but ir went over. The
suits of the llailroad company against sundry indi\ ideal subscribers will not bn tried this term on

th- uhpiisiliv an ! imp lent Y .nip* par- j
\Yre think we cm see h t wink I" u Fat’s eye :e Hint of the illness of Gov. Crosby. We learn
ii- related tin* {little m
ii.ioii' Wdnui nv re- I lint Woodbine Davis, Esq., and Hon. Henry \V.
uieiiibered that Mr. V ah ill, tin- -p
d hi-!•»ri:nl of
The suits
! 1‘aiiie. arc to appear tor the defence.
in** H Miap.ut.es, in
an
arib-b* m th
(Pdaw Ibr
against the towns of Brooks and Unity both go up
November, W H, smiles the son o| N ip ii' m l’, m i* to the full bench, on agreed statements of facts.
parte to have been alive a: a dab »iir year- afbu' Artemas Libby, Esq., of Augusta, was in town
tii- death if is no! too much !.I bold til l' hi «-.ivv last,
week, arranging the latter eases.
»mii allowgrain
story h on I d n* tak.-u willi
'fhe simp of lb 11. Gav, on Main street, was
ance.
broken into on Friday night. The burglars took a
T

»!•--.

►

1

op

"i
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quantity of candies, and drank some beer, leaving
He tap open so that the beverage all run out. Unehliseti-. fortunately for themselves, the thieves lost a pecuhim in the li o neck-tie in the shop, and left the marks of teeth
m some cakes of bees wax, thinking it maple sugar.
i, expected

The Codfish.

h-di is the pat-oil
lint of M
yrav-ui image of
they have set up
'.ah- House, before wViicb every vi-ih»r
how down amt worship. Why the promontory
ot sail which 'ireteln-s out into tin* Atlantic, like
»\v ci >.»kel, read'.' to takin.el with
ii
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1 ’hi.-
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I’lie teeth marks and the neck-tie identified two
lining men one of whom was anvsted and held to
had; the other took leg bail.
I In Home Journal, which lias it- ears at the keyhole, says that “Mr. Frank Hopkins, nephew of
James Hopkins, the wealthy Quaker and philanthropist of Baltimore, is engaged to Miss Funny A.
Monroe, daughter of Dr. N. I'. Monroe, of Belfast,

the depou-

prohibition is a
oi | hrc.- kind-

mi-

<
the State.
hi di .ai
and tome id—the latter Icing -t
i, salt (•
nor’ ot senud cousin or poor relation. and tliere-

•h

fl.ui

r1

u

>

*

of much :ecount. Tin- -all cod is made of
fresh one that lias been bereft of his backbone.
Viewed edgewise he don’t amount to much.
A

Ioja- nor

Maine. Miss Monroe is one of the most beautiful
and accomplished young ladies of this State, and
well may the deeendents of Penn rejoice in so distinguished an acquisition to their number."

J

hum

l

cili. anions in spanking
indium
"'in ill
boys u-e them for kites. The
earned comiueiituloi i) > limu> e.mten l- that F.ve*,
t of a iig leaf—hut
apron was a salt eodiish inch
this improbably a m -iv in!. The nil;
.1 i- used
."•

mom

v

•!/•

m

one

is

very

tic manufacture

ni' fish

boil-.

Al the meeting of the Bay and River Railroad
ommittee in this city, on Monday. N. G. Ilicliburn, of Stockton, voted to instruct N. G. Hichboru.
L-q., President of the company tosend Uon. N. G.
to Augusta, to oppose Hie
ilicliborn, of
chartering of the Brooks and Bangor or any other

<

These

tjpiektoii,

l.r.ili- filci

oiv mil very deadly.
Several of them
known to hit a man in the stomach about
s
o'clock hi the morning, ami n .! hurt him a hit. parallel road. The matter of stopping the running
the skin of lhi* fish is very useful in settling col- of steamers on the river, for the same reason, is
lie
Hence the phrase "I'll settle your entice": under consideration.

hove been

tloot you
keepers moke the

be

kiinied. Some hotel
beverage of ill cod and settle it
with a little eolfee. ft i-good torthose who like it.
t he originator of tin1 < >J family settled ab >ut the
year one, a little to the southw ard .!' the Island .,i
Newfoundland. Having a taste for linaueo. m l a

means

are

to

charter for the purpose, lie established the bank
of that name.
The family increased largely,

they
correspondents, and a great
many people drop them a line fiviptently. Tim
nabobs of the rat.alls themselves the codfish
aristocracy, and put on ait -, b eivtarv Fish at
are

valued

Washington

as

is one

of them -but he is iustitied,
hiving u Uruntthat enables him to do it. Some
ot the ( ids have aspired to lie
orators, tint more
'ougues an t sounds than sense rotne from them.

Although

not

quarrelsome, they

mtroversles that no mm lias

are

so

expert in

knocked spots
out of them
Members of tie t,unity have done
well in trade, lieing always ready for dicker, and
orryiug their scales about on their backs.
"ne of the race originated the
express business.
W it became successful, he took in other tislies.
\
ever

Salmon now runs Uie otl'me in this city. Tim old
tellow who hint started out, was shrewd, and
potential Ills invention, willi a trade mark hat ing
Ids full name—C. O. I>. All the other expresses
hove been

obliged

At the Suited Convocation Tuesday Jan. lid of
King Solomon’s(’<tuiicil, Free and Accepted Masons,
the following ollieers were elected for the ensuing
1

1

year : A. I!. Mathews, T. I. M.; Win. II. Fogler,
11. 1. M.; \\ F. Washburn, I. M.; Win. O. Poor,
Treasurer; Oscar Pitcher, Recorder; II. H. Carter,
M. of Or.: Geo. S. Chase, Oupt. of Guard; G. M.

Littleticld, Con.; .1. C.
Saivtelle, Sen.

Condon, Stew.;

A. V.

Sylvanus Cottrell, desires us to say that he was
out while endeavoring to separate the two oilier
young men engaged in the affray last week, and
that he had drank nothing whatever. It appears to
have been a foolish affair, of which those engaged

heartily ashamed. They should resolve in
future to shun the path which leads to such dangerin it are
ous

consequences:*

(iiiANH Ham..
We learn that arrangements
have hern made for a hall at llavford Hull, in this
city, on Kelt, nth, with accessories of music Ac.
such

havenever before been had here. Hall’s
Hand, from Boston, composed of 10 pieces, including Mr. \V. II. Whiddcu, will he present. A concert will ha given on the evening of the 4th, and
the ball on the ah. It will he the affair of the
winter.
as

him into partnership, lie
The following is the statistics of Waldo County
Is
genoialiy the mosL useful member of the linn,
for the year 1K70, by Sheriff C'aldcrwood—
and hrmgs in a great deal of money. The late la- jail,
Whole number of commitments, 07; persons
mented New Kngland Ifvpress didn't give the <'.<>.
committed, si. Crimes—Intoxication, 29; burglary,
11. patent a tair chance. 11 eolleeted a
deal more
to take

good

Ulan it delivered, and so died of a surfeit of
profits,
i He stu- k cannot now be bought, at
any price, he"i|t all salted down. Many people feel had to think
Iliev didn’t secure more of it while f!tt!lerfIoM was
here
He can't he interviewed now.
I lie codtisli lives to a
good old age, if

10; larceny, 15; assault, (!; selling liquor 7; gettiug goods under false pretenses, 2; malicious mischief, 2; night walkers, :t; debt, 5.
Of this number 57
Knox County.

belong

in Waldo

While the audience at the

nothing

County,

Lyceum waited

24 in

for the

happens to him. He is generally translated, like lecturer, on Thursday evening, an intelligent lookFiljati, und manages to ascend by hook or crook. ing dog appeared on the stage, surveyed the assemHe IS h., milch
longed for above as to lie ..led blage, wagged his tail with a wistful look, and sat
to » smack.
down. He was apparently full of some subject,
hut like many enthusiasts, “lacked words In which
I lodge, the popular and
ill
excellent lady ot to express himself.”
the Saloon ui Hayford block, was
presented' on
We had a pleasant call last week from Cupt.
New Wars with a pair of handsome
silver cake
Luring Small, of ship Winged Hunter, ('apt. S. is
baskets by the gentlemen who are

accustomed to
take their regular meals there, she takes
good
• are
of them, as a lot of bachelors who need to lie
pitted by somebody, and th ey ought to !„• grateful
A

gentleman, a stranger in our city,
Saturday In hunting for hi*

spent much
lod pocket
tmok, and in the twilight hours found il in Ins coat,
tall pocket, lfe had fulfilled loo literally Si. I’uul's
advice in "forgetting those things which are betime on

hind.”
Mr. Kuler, who manufactures plaster and fertilizers in Hits city, is finding, we learn, a good
market for Ids products in the region opened liv the

railroad, and has large orders from towns

on

the

Hue of the Maine t’entral.
The railroad is

doing

ail

excellenl

receipts coining very close to fiiOd
with a deficiency of rolling stock.

a

business,

the

dav-aud that

very accomplished commander, and Ills ship one
of the linest vessels afloat. His hist passage was
from Calcutta to Boston, in 93 days 21 hours, said
to he the quickest on record by a sailing vessel.
a

I ii Stockton,on the 51st ult.,thc friends of Crawford
Fletcher, Esq., on the anniversary of his silver

s-

wedding, assembled at his house, to the number of
'•hand indulged in a general good time. Silver
plate to the value of $110
the occasion.

was

among the gifts of

I la1

following Deputies have been appointed by
Sheriff Oalderwood, for this County—
.lolm M. Snow.

Winterport;

B. W. Small, ScursKwanvllle; J. D. Tucker,

port; Josiali Nickerson,
Lineoltiville Centre; Samuel Norton, EastPalermo;
Samuel itiehards, Liberty; IV. S. Cox, Searsmont;
Win. P. Sprague,lslesboro: B, K. Vose, Freedom:
•lo.

eph Ham, .lackson.

and tin* motion fell dead. The
Kenzie, Mr. Hardesby, Mr. and Mrs. Savward, Mr. necessary,
Bunster, Mr. and Mrs. Howard. I. Davies and! Democrats opposed it as a unit, and a sufficient number of Republicans joined with
many others.
them to defeat it. Nothing daunted, Mr.
Orth forthwith adopted a now line ot tactics,
THE PRIVATEERING SYSTEM.
and being recognized by the Speaker, preAt a meeting of the New Vork < hamber of sented the Senate resolutions as a substitute
Commerce, a tew evenings since, one of the. lor Mr. Banks’ proposition, finding himself
standing committees submitted a resolution too weak even to carry, them through under
in favor of petitioning Congress to abolish these circumstances, ho allowed Ambler to
privateering in warfare. It is a credit to compromise the situation by adding an
that organization and a source ot satisfaction amendment
providing that the adoption of
to all who are accustomed to e, nsider intel- the resolutions should not be construed to
ligently our country’s safeguards in the commit tho House to the policy ot annexation.
future that the resolution was not passed. T in'll followed an exhibition by the minority
The non-privateering policy derives such of its
filibustering power, which, however,
sanction and endorsement as is accorded to availed it
nothing, and the previous question
it from tlie erroneous practice of regarding
having been ordered, the House adjourned,
every nation as a war power in times of file vote will l>e taken to-morrow, when the
The republican idea abhors largo resolutions will
peace.
carry, but the future of the
standing armies and powerful navies, and it scheme, or rather the final result, is still
cannot, therefore, entertain a policy which problematical. It probably depends greatly
will either restrain the arms of the people or on the
manipulating power of the Adminiscripple the defensive resources of commerce. tration to a great extent and not less the reRepublicanism regards war as unnecessary port of the Commission.
but is not blind to the fact that, in the present
condition of the world, it is a contingency
An Irishman called at a drug store to get it bottle
not only possible but highly probable.
With of "Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment’’ for the Kheumathis in view it cannot consistently invite or tisim,the druggist .asked him in what part of the
him most, "lie mo soul,” said lie,
international
strife
it
troubled
elaborate
body
encourage
by
preparations, neither can it consent to forego "I have it in iverv houl and Conner cr me.”
any available means of defending itself when
For loss of (kid, Horn Ale, lied water in Cows;
attacked. The value of privateers as an ex- loss of appetite, rot, or murrain, in sheep; thick
pedient in warfare has been satisfactorily test- wind, broken wind, and roaring, and for all obed by us in times past and it is not too structions of the Kidneys in horses, use",Sheridan’s
Condition Powders.”
10 assume mat circumstances
much
may (rivalry
Fever and Ague. Why Shake? Plantation Hitagain arise in the future, when we would rewill positively cure any form of intermittent fegret having deprived ourselves ot so effect- ters
ive an arm of the service. If war is to be ver. Travel through any "region where the malady prevails, and all who huvo'tried the preparation
regarded from a dnelistic stand point then will tell you so. Thousands of families in the Ohio
we may, with propriety if not with safety, and Mississippi valleys, and oil the borders of the
agree not to tire before the word or strike Southern rivers and Swamps, regard it as a specibelow the licit. But if a ruffian assaults us fic for the tcomplaint. Nothing could induce them
to lie without it; and they begin to take it regularwith murderous intent we must be prepared ly at the commencement
of the Spring and at the
to avail ourselves of all the means of self- close of Summer, ns a safeguard
against malaria.
defence at our command. War is war and They show their wisdom thereby. The shivering
our
peace-makers, however noble their plague passes their door without intruding, to
motives or earnest their endeavors, can smite their neighbors wliu have shown less forecast.
Every year, however, the number of these improvnever male! a eribbage-game out of it.
ident victims decreases. There is no teacher like
experience; and when,a shaking and burning suf-

(Juniors Exami'I.k of the pertinacity
which distinguishes the mind of a lunatic is
offered in the ease of one Thomas Maxsey,
for the l ist eighteen years an enforced resident of the Lunatic Asylum on Blackwell's
Island. Max. was sent to the island because
of a delusion which possessed him, that he
owned all of Harlem and nearly the whole of
New York. These claims naturally bringing him into personal squabbles with property owners whom the law deemed to lie the
true landholders, poor Tom, who was in reality as poor as a church mouse, was despatched to Blackwell's Island as a popular
peace measure which the authorities could
No sooner, however- had he
not well resist.
taken up his residence in his little Elbe in the
East river, than he set up a claim upon some
live acres of marshy land in the extreme
north end of the island. Upon this tract, in his
crazy way, he “took his stand,” and, roaming over his vast possessions, he was accustomed to warn oft' intruders. But one day,
shortly after his preemption of this claim, he
conceived the idea that the defences ot New
York were insufficient to protect the city in
ease of invasion, and, with a commendable
energy and patriotism, lie set to work to
build a fort upon his land, the materials lining composed of drift-wood and bricks which
Max. managed to pick up about the island.
After eighteen years of labor at this fort, it
was finally finished by its patriotic projector,
and was mounted with two wooded guns to
resist all hostile advances. But some sixteen
months ago the fort took tire, and with all its
formidable preparations, was destroyed.
Nothing daunted, the devoted Max. set to
work to build another, the site of the old tort
having been purchased from him by the authorities ol the asylum for $100,000—which
sum was paid to him in checks which, however valuable in Boor Tom’s eyes, would
hardly have been honored in Wall street.
With the completion of the new fort—which
was not quite so dangerous or substantial as
the first—Max. strutted about, keeping
guard and looking out for the hostile ships
which never came. But a few days since
this national defence was also burnt down,
the guns were consumed in the lire, and the
unhappy lunatic, now in the yellow leaf of
his existence, has recommenced, with the
dauntless spirit which animated him eighteen
years ago, to place once more upon the
marshy territory which lie claims a third fortress, to stand as a barrier between New
York and the invading foe.
A

The Portland Advertiser says Mr. Jason
Russell, who is proprietor of a stable in Dow’s
Lane, Portland, and who resides at 110 Brackett S!., has been accustomed to lavish his affections on other women than the one to
whom he is legally wedded, and has finally
The affair happened in this
come to grief.
way. Mrs. Russell seems to have suspected
her husband’s proclivities, and to have plotted for his downfall. Last Friday she started ostensively for Boston with her children
leaving Russell alone in tho house with a
servant girl named Elizabeth Crawford, who
had just been released from jail whore she
had been confined for larceny. Alter she
arrived at Kennebunk she took the express
train and went straight back to Portland, arrived there late Saturday night. Proceeding to the house, she got Mr. Bell, a special
policeman, to assist her, and on entering the
room found Mr. Russell and Miss Crawford
in flagrante delictu. On this discovery, Mrs.
Russell drew a revolver and fired two shots
at the girl who ran up stairs and jumped out
of the window, barefooted and in her night
dross, a distance of twenty feet on to a shed
below, and would have jumped to the ground,
had not the neighbors, who had collected,
interfered and prevented her. She was ar‘rested and carried to the station, whither
Mrs. Russell followed, her husband having
wrenched the pistol from her hand. As soon
as the girl was arrested, Russell cleared out,
but Sunday, deputy Sterling and officers Stover and Merrill, found him at the Briglon
house and arrested him.

ferer sees his friend on the next farm of plantation
in perfect health, though breathing the same atmospheric poison as himself, and learns that this exception to (lie complaint is due to Plantation Hitters.
If you have

a had taste in your mouth, sallowyellow color of skin, fed despondent, stupid
and drowsy, appetite unsteady, frequent headache
or dizziness, you are "Billions,” mid nothing will
arouse your liver to action and strengthen up your
system "equal to I)r. Pierce’s Alt. Ext. or Golden
Medical Discovery. Used moderately during exposure to malarial poisons it enables the liver to
work off the poison and will thus prevent Ague
and Bilious Fevers. It is just the thing for jaundice.
As a blood purifier for the cure of .Pimples, Blotches, Eruptions, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas and other
skill diseases, it lias never vet been equalled. Solti
ness or

Iff ATURETS

DR. SCREXCK ADVISES CONSUMPTIVES TO
GO TO FLORIDA IN WINTER.
Havim; for the last thirtv-fivo years devoted my whole
time and attention to the study oflung diseases and consumption, I feel that I understand fuilv the course that
ought to he pursued to restore a tolerably had case ot diseased lungs to healthy soundness. The first and most imstep is, for the patient to avoid taking cold; and
portant
the best, of all places on this continent for this purpose, in
winter,is Fiorina, well down in the State, where the temperature is regular, ami not subject to such variations as in
more northern latitudes.
Pal.-uka is a point I cun recommend. A good hotel is kept there by Peterman. hard winter I saw several persons there whoeo lungs had been badly
diseased. but who, under the healing influence »>ftltc climate and my medicines, were getting tvt!!.
One hundred miles farther ii<-wit the river is a point which
I would prefer to I’alatka, as the. temperature is more even
and the }lir dry and braving. Mellonvilh* and Enterprise
tire located there.
I should give a decided preference to
Mellon villo: It is two miles from river or lake, and it
Reams almost impossible to take cold there.
the tables in
Florida might bo better, and patients complain at times:
but. that is a good sign, .is ;i indicates n return of appetite;
and, wh* n this is the case, they generally increase in th-sli,
and then the lungs must h. al.
Jacksonville, Hibernia, tireon Cove, and many other
places in various parts of Florida, can be safely recommended to consumptives in winter. My reasons for saying
so are, that patients are less liable to take cold there than
where there Is a less even temperature: and it is not in
cessary to say, that, where a consumptive person exposes
hhnseif to frequent colds, he is certain to die shortly
therefore my advice is, go well down into the State, out
of the reach of prevailing east winds and fogs. Jackson
villo, or almost any other of the localities 1 have named,
will benefit those who are troubled with a torpid liver, a
disordered stomach, deranged bowels, *•wre throat, or cough;
but, for those whose lungs arc diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly recommended.
For fifteen years prior to ISM, I was professionally In
New York, Boston, Baltimore, and Philadelphia every
week, where I saw and examined on an average five hundred patients a week. A practice so extensive, embracing
every possible phase of lung disease, lias enabled inc to understand the disease fully ; and hence my caution In legard
to taking cold.
A person may take vast quantities of
.Sehouek’s Pulmonic Syrup, Seawee d Tonic, and Mandrake
Pills,” and yet die if he does not avoid taking cold.
In Florida, nearly everybody is using Schenck’s Mandrake Fills; for the climate is more likely to prodtn
bilious habits than more northern latitudes. It isaw.licatabllshed fact, that natives of Florida rarely die of consumption, especially those of the .southern part, <*n the
other hand, in New England, one-third at least of the population die of this torrlhlo disease.
In the Middle States,
it does not prevail so largely: still there are many thousands
of cases there.
What a vast pere.-ntage oi life would I «•
saved If consumptives were as easily alarmed In regard t »
taking fresh colds as they are about scarlet fever, smali-pox,
Ac.! but they tire not: they take what tlu-y term a little
Cold, which they an- credulouse-non h i.» b«-lie\«- will woff in a few davs*. They pay no attend m t- it. and In-m it
lavs the foundation for another uml another still, until the
lungs uro diseased beyond aii hope of cuio.
Mv advice to persons whoso lungs uro affected, even
sllgfitly, Is ft) lay in a stock of Schc-nck’s Pulmonic S\ rup,
Scnenek’s Seaweed Tonic, and Kchenek’s Mandrake rills,
and go to Florida. I recommend these particular medicines,
because I am thoroughly acquainted with their action. 1
know, that, w here thev are used in strict accordance with
my direction*, they will do the work that is required. This
accomplished, nature will do the rest. The physician who
prescribes for cold, cough, or night sweats, and then advises the patient to walk or ride out every day, w ill be .sure
to have a corpse on his hands before long.
My plan is, to give my three medicines in accordance with
the printed directions,’except in some cases where a freer
use of the Mandrake Fills is necessary.
My object is, to
give .one to the stomach, —to get up a good appetite, it
is ai .vaya a good sign when a patient begins to grow hun1 have hopes of such, with a relish for food, and
gry
the gratification of that relish, comes good blood, and
with it more flesh, which Is closely followed by a healing
of tao lungs, —then tho cough loosens and abates, the
croc- dug chills and clammy night sweats no longer prostrate and annoy, and the patient gets well, provided he
avoi ds taking cold.
Ni w, there are many consumptives v. ho have not the
Tho question may be asked, Is
mea is to go to Florida.
there no hope for such ? Certainly there is.
My advice t
Bitch is, and ever lias boon, to stay in a warm room during
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
whit, h should be kept regularly at that point by moans of a
thermometer. Let such a patient take his exert-i*.e within
the limits of the room by walking up and down as much ns.
his strength will permit, in order to keep up a healthy circulation of the blood. 1 have cured thousands by this sy;tem, and can do so again. Consumption is as easily cured
as any other disease, if it is taken in time, ami the proper
The fact stands utnlisputt d
kind of treatment is pursued.
Mandrake
on record, that Seiit-nck's Pulmonic Syrup,
Pills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured very many of what
seemed to be hopeless cases of consumption. Co where *-it
will, you will be almost certain to find some p«...f consumptive who has been rescued from the wry jaw »>f ncaih
by their use.
<•
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Madam Demorest,

LAC SULPHUR- No
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITHBazar,
ARGE—No NITRATE OF SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other ami all the Fashionable critics
Hair Preparations.
no

Harper's

Motley’s Books,

Transparent and clear ns crystal, it will not soil the
finest frbrlc—perfectly SAKE, CLEAN ami EFF1C1

desideratum. LONG SOUGHT FOlt ANH
FOUND AT LAST!
It restores and preventsthe Hair from becoming
Gray
Imparts a soft, glossy appearance, removes Dandruff', is
cool and refreshing to the head, cheeks the Hair from
lulling off, and restores it to a great extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches, cures all Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and unnatural Heat.
A.S A DHESS1NG FOB THE 1IAJB IT IS THE BEST AIM'D I.E
IN THE MABKET.
i>K. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton .Junction, Mass.
Prepared only by PltUCTEB HBOTHEBS, Gloucester,
Mass. The Genuine is put up in a pannei bottle, made
expressly for It, with the name of the article brown In
the glass. Ask your Druggist lor Nature’s Hair Bestir.
atAvc, anil take no other.
ARirEuclose n three cent stump, and send for “Treatise
on the Human Hair,” which is worth $500,00 to
any per
ENT

—

s°n.

Ayer’s American Almanac, for .the new year,
lias arrived for delivery gratis by all Druggists to
all who call for it. This little annual lias the largest circulation of any book in the world, made by
the fact that it furnishes the liesl medical advice
which is available to the people—enables them to
determine vvliat their complaints are and howto
cure them.
U contains the startling announcement of tile ronilagraliou of u world, or the combustion of one of tile stars in the firmament with all its
attendant planets.
1 mo’JG
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Bki.i Asr, Wednesday, Jail, li, 1871,
lOtoll
$7VOU to 11.OU Round Ilog,
1.00 to 1.08 Clear Suit Pork,
Alcal,
$23 to 24
1.23 to 0.00 Mutton per lb,
0 to 8
Rye Meal.
s to 10
1.00 to 0.00 Lamb per lb,
Rye,
onto loo turkeys,per lb,
20to 22
Corn,
08
to
70
lb
it to 17
Chickens, per
Bailey,
2.00 to 2.75 Ducks, per lb,
20 to oo
Beans,
15 to 18
Marrowfat Peas,1.00 to 1.25 Geese,
85 to
(50 ltayper ton,
$lsto2u
Oats,
85 to 00 Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Potatoes,
8 to
to Washed Wool,
35to4o
Dried Apples,
50 to (50 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 30
Cooking, ilc.
40
30
to
Pulled
40 to 00
Wool,
Butter,
no lttiles,
20 to
7 12 to 00
Cheese,
30 to 32 Calf .Skins,
lti 2-3 to 00
F>gs,
is to
uo Sheep Skins,
50to$l
Bard,
H Wood, hard,
0 to
$0.00 to oO
Beet
75
to
1.00
Wood,
sott,
$1.0Uto00
Apples,Baldwin,
Hilo uo Dry Pollock,
4 to 5
Veal,
s to 10 | Straw,
$8 to 10
Dry Cod.

Flour,

Corn
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Stockton, Jan, 2d, Robert Lambert, aged 33.
this city, Jan. 3, Cant. William Shute.agcd 70 years
Monroe, Jan. H, Mahals, wife of D. S. Flanders,
aged lii years and 5 months.
In
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Simoiitoii Bros. A Co.
THE MIAMI DISPLAY

Acres

Best Farming and Mineral Lands in America.
11.000. 000

acres

choice farming
the road, hi the

STATE OF

lands

on

the line ot

A E BRISK A,

In the
GREAT PLATTE VALLEY,
Now l'ur sale, lor cash or credit at low rates ol interest.
Tilese lands are near the list parallel of North Latitude,
iu a mild and healthy climate, and lor grain growing
ami stock raising arc unequalled by any in the U nited

States.
Convenient to market botli east and wet,
range from $ii,50 to $lu,00 per acre.

Prices

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
To Settlers with limited

means

Dry Goods,
Fancy Goods,
Carpetings,

2,500,000 ACRES

Feathers,

Rich government lands along the road between
OMAHA AVI! XOKT11 PLATFK,
Surveyed and open for entry under 1 lie Homestead and
Pre-emption laws, ana can be taken by
ACT LAI. SETTLERS, ONLY.
An opportunity never before presented for
securing
homes near a great Railroad with nil the conveniences
of an old settled country. New odilion of
descriptive
pamphlets witli maps, now ready and sent free to all
parts of the United States, Canada aud Europe, AdO. F. I>A\IS. Land Commissioner,
dress,
Min&l
U. P. R. it. Co., Omaha, Neb.

CABLE SCREW
fastened with

wire.

a screw
or

pegged.

A. 1ST 3D

WORSTEDS,
T

Simonton Bros, & Co„

WIRE

BOOTS ANG SHOES.
Bottoms

SuperI-r

to .s.

wed

Even pair warranted not t<» rip.
FOR SALK BT Al.L DKALK.RS
lm*21

Far excel any of their previous efforts, and the Prices of their goods
is well calculated to

the

please

pub-

lic mind.

LOST!

A (JKNTLF.M AN’S BAY S 1 A l K (id \Y SllAWi
dropped in tho Village. Any one putting nut in
the way of getting it shall be rewarded.
Belfast, Dec. 17,1670. :uv,’.Y* .1, Y. MeCLLN DK’h.
It

wits

i*oo in

COROIER!
i\1

HULPASI’,

;i

in<

•.

WASHBURN S BOOKSTORE.
on sight, tor

AgrSterling Exchange, payable
sums

to suit.

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

PUBLISHED

BY TITF.
Kr.-V

!
£jAtTTION
WHEREAS,

TO
||OOMBLOCK,
IN CITY

the store ol Isaac

over

Allard.

Medical knowledge for everybody.

BURNIIA1VL !

OPEN TO

On and after Monday, Dec. 2d, 1870, trains will run between Belfast and Burnham as lollows :
Leave Belfast, 7 A. M.; City Point, 7.12 A. M.; Brooks
7.47 A.M.; Thorndike, 8.20 A. M.; Uuity, 8.31 A.M.;
Burnham, Ar. 9A.M.; Mixed, 1,40 P. M.: 1.50 P. M.;
2.47 P. M.; 3.34 P. M.; 4.50 P. M.; 4.30 P. M.; Leave
Burnham, 5.45 P. M.; Uuity. 0.11 P. M.; Thorndike, 0.22
P. M.; Brooks, 0.54 P. M.; City Point, 7.20 P. M.; Belfast
7.38 P. M.; Mixed, 9.30 A. M.; 10.10 A. M.; 10.28 A. M.;
11.08 A. M.; 11.50 A. M.; 12.14 P. M.

EXPRESS^COMPANY.
the

EASTERN EXPRESS CO,

run a

Express
VIA

Belfast & Mooseliead L 11. B.
Connecting at BURNHAM with Expresses to ami front
BOSTON and PORTLAND.
B. » 1I.VIOX •», l,«nl.
U27

WHEREAS, on the i-’Stli day ot November, IS'o 1
note ot
gave to Liuaoln Blanchard, of Stockton, my one halt
hand lor one hundred and fifty dollar., payable
Said
In six months, and the balance in twelve months.
note was without consideration, and tills is to caution
all persons against purchasing the same, as ! shall not
ENOCH STAPLES.
pay it.
:tw27*
Stockton, Jan, 7,1X71.

Ex-Secretary Seward Stricken with
Paralysis. Ex-Postmaster (icnoral Randall,
Co-Partnership Notice.
who has just returned from Japan, where he
left Secretary Seward, says that Mr. Seward
rnilE UNDERSIGNED, having thin day formed a CoBelfast Gas
A. partnership under the narao and style of
is suffering from a complete paralysis of both
"VT OTICK is hereby given that the annual meeting of
CARLE & MORRISON,
arms, rendering them totally useless, otherthe Stockholders of tills Company will be held nt
wise his health is unimpaired, and his men- the office of the Treasurer, at Belfast, on Monday, Jan. For tho purpose of carrying on the
tal faculties clear, strong ami as active as 18,1871, at 4 o’clock, in the afternoon, to act upon the
Hardware Business,
articles, viz:
of F. A. CARLE, No. 52 Main St.,
lie will return home via India and St. following
ever,
1st, To hear the Reports of the Directors, Superin- At the old stand
method of informing all old customers and
this
take
tendant and Treasurer.
Petersburg. [Whig.
to otter goods of the
2d. To choose Corporation officers for the ensuing others that we are now prepared the lowest
by adherbest quality aud at prices as low as
year.
.SeaMoss Karine from pure Irish Moss, for Blanc
to our motto, quick sales aud small protits,
3d. To act
any other business that may properly ing strictly meet a liberal share of
upon
to
patronage.
.fee.
The
&■<'..
We
hope
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams,
come before this meeting.
K. A. ('ARI.lv,
Per Order JOH \ IJ. QU1MBY, Sec’y.
cheapest, healthiest and most delicious food in the
k. i. mokki.ion.
3mos2:
Belfast, Jan. 9,1811.
world.
2w28
Belfast, Jan. 4,1870.

eljpit

Du. W. 11. PARKER, Assistant Physician.

RAWSON & STAHL,

»,000 copies sold

in two years.
A Book for every Man.

t!25

January 2d,

II444I4 4V)

(0|l|IO<ii(C

Belfast & loosehead Lake R. R.

Daily

No. 4 Bulflnch Street, Boston,

LET!

Apply at this otlice.
Belfast, Jan. 3, 1371.

common

appetite

sale in
tiwtiU

my wile Li t-v W. Ai.i.kn\v«»oi>, has
lelt my bed and board, without any Just provocation,
this is to caution all persons against harboring or trusting her on my account, as I shall nay no debts of her
OSCAR F. ALLEN WOOD.
contracting.
:*.w2G*
Belmont, Dec. 31, 1370.

1 liia is the most thorough L*lo»» 1 purifier yet dl»co\e«cures all humors trout tin* worst Scrofula to a
Eruption. Dimples and Matches on the face,
and scaly or rough skin, which are such annoying; blemishes to many young person*, \ (old to tho use oi a low
Lotties of this wonderiul medicine. From one to
bottles cure Salt DUeum, Erysipelas, Scald Head, Htny
Horms, Toils, Scaly Eruptions, oj the Skin, Scrofula
Sores, Elcers and" Canker" in the Mouth and Stomach.
li is a pure medicinal extract of native root* and plants,
combining in harmony Nature’s most sovereign curative
properties, which (iod has instilled into the vegetable
kingdom lor healing the sick. It is a great restorer lor
the strength and vigor ol the system. Those who ure
languid, sleepless, ha' e nervous apprehensions or fears,
or any ot the affections symptomatic of weakness, will
i.inl convincing evidence of its restorative power upon
trial. If you fee! dull, drowsy, debilitated and despondent, have frequent Headache, mouth tastes badly In the
and tongue coated, you are
morning, irregular
suilV ring from Torpid l iver or
Hiliousntss." In many
ca.-es ol ^ Liver Complaint'' only a part of these syinp
As a remedy lor all such eases,
toms are experienced.
Hr. Pierce’* Holden .Medical discovery has no equal,a« It
fleets perfect cures, leaving tho liver strengthened and
healthy, hoi the cure ot Habitual Constipation ol the
Bowels it is a never failing remedy, and those who have
In ISron
used it for this purpose are loud In Its praise.
chid, Throat and l ung Disease, it has produced many
iru.y remarkable cures', where other medicines had tailed. Sold by druggists at $1.00 per bottle. Prepared at
the Chemical Laboratory ot
drnosH
1C. V. PIKKCL, M. 1)., Buiialo, .N. Y.
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Sale at GREATLY REDUCED RATES, at

will

In this city, Christmas day, by Rov. W. O. Thomas,
Mr. Charles II. Sanborn, to Miss Rose M. George, both

(Jail for

—OF—

12.000. 000

THROUGH TICKETS,
For

On and alter

_maiuued.

Texture.

erninent

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

VIA

HOftTOX. XJKW YORK,
PIIILADELI'UVA, PITTMRB ’lift,
4 LHASA, HI HALO
XI AO A It A FALL*.
MH XHIIIH, *ALAMAX<-A,
( LEVELAX1), DETROIT, At

Passenger Train leaving Belfast at 7 A. M., con«eets
with Trains on Maine Central ltallroad at Burnham for
111.1 r f hi 11—We quote line New York ami Vermont
Portland,
Boston, and all Stations west of Burnham, on
with
a
sales
ot
lull
made
lots
38a38c
few
butter at
per lb,
Maine Central and Portland and Kennebec Railroads.
at a little higher figure; lair to good do 28a32c; common
Mixed
Train
leaving Belfast at 1.40, connects with
25c; inferior 18a22c; bakers’13al4c; Canada 20u30c lor Train on Muine Central Railroad for Augusta and Skowcommon to choice, and Western roll at 25a28c per lb.
with
Train going Last for Bangor and all
aud
hegan,
CHEESE—We quote tine flavored rich factory cheese
Stations on Maine Central & European & North Amerint 10c; do dairy 15al5 l-2c; line to good factory at 12 1-2
can Railroads.
al5c; line to good dairy lOalllc; common do 9a 10c per lb.
Trains over M.ilue Centnil ltuilroad leaving Bangor at
EGGS—We quote fresh at 35c per doz, and limed at 18
7.30 A. M., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Raila25o, according to quality.
road (goiug East) leaving Augusta at 0 A. M., arrive at
BEANS—Wo quote choice Western hand-picked pea
Burnham in season to connect with Mixed Train over
beaus at $250*2 02 per bush ; Eastern do at $2 75; choice
Belfast and Mooseliead Lake Railroad, arriving at Belhand-picked mediums $2 12*2 15; common pea $2 25; fast at 12.10.
common mediums $175; marrow beans at $2 50 per buBlt
Stages will lcavo Belfast for Scarsport aud Stockton
POULTRY—There is not a brisk demand, but good
on arrival of 5.45 P. M. Train from Burnham, returning
fresh lots of Northern Turkeys are worth 23a24c, and
In
season to connect with the 7 A. M. Train for Portland
common
inferior
and
the best Western sell at 20a22o;
&c.
Turkeys sell at 18c; choice Chickens at 20a22c; common Boston,
Tickets to Portland aud Boston are told at
Through
do 14a 15c; fair to good lots at 10c; Geeso 10al3c per lb.
line, tt'25 A. 11AYFORD, Supt.
DRESSED HOGS—The market to-day is firmer, .and all Stations on this
there is a good demand, with sales at 8 l-2aS l*2c per lb.
HAY—We quote prime $27*29; common 18a20; Straw
r a s t R11 N
$30 per ton.

And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. Clarke
Is upon the label of each bottle. No other is genuine.
They arepuerly vegetable aud will not intoxicate, tisp

Lustre and Fineness of

Durability,

Comp’y

from til**

JOHN

Monday, Juu. 9, 1871.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

for

ties of them at

u-j.'i

’i’o cure a sprain—Take a medium sized bottle
of Kenne’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil, and as soon as
possible alter the sprain, ruli this Oil in witli the
hand freely and faithfully, until it is cured. We
have seen a cure performed by this treatment in
half an hour. Sold by Moody.

equal

no

liiiiosb’o*

(

tion is manifest.

commend them. It lias

re-

lyrlOsp

by druggists.
From Numerous uses of I (yspcpsia and < 'oiixtipation. cured by the use of Fellows Compound Syrup el llypopliospliites after every other known
remedy had been used ill vain, its cltieaey in restoring the functions of Digestions and Evacua-

hd

M

»

should keep a supply of them mi hand. They ad <*n tlm
liver better than calomel, and leave none ot Its luirtiul
ertlvts behind, in fact, they are excellent inult case,
it you hi
where a purgative medicine is required,
k
taken too t'tvelv of fruit, and diarrhu a ensues, a dose of the
It' von urusuhjei to nick headMandruketj will cure you.
ache, take a dose of the Mandrakes, and they will relieve
yoil in two hmirs. If you would obviate the ctlocl ot a
change of water, or the too tree indulgence in fruit, take
one of the Mandrakes every night, and you may tie u
drink water, and cat vvutor-nu'lens, peats, apple?;, pitting
peaches, or corn, without the risk t being made sick b.
them. They will protect tlmse v. ho live in damp situation-,
against chills and fevers. Try them, liny are pet t'ccily
harmless. They can do you good only.
1 have abandoned my professional visits to Boston and
New York, but continue to see patients sit my cilice, .No. |:>
North Sixth Street, Philadelphia, every Saturday, from
a, a.m., to 3, i*.m. Those who wish a thorough examination
with the ltespiromotiT will he charged live dollars. '1 lie.
Kospirometer dee lares tin- exact condition of the lungs;
and patients can iv adily lc.nn whether tiny are curable,
But 1 de?.iiv It distinctly imih*r?-ti.;.d, that tin-vul
or not.
d> pend.; *. utiivly up> u their being taken
lie of my medicine
strictly according; todin-c lions.
In eoticluoian, l will say, that when persons take my
medicines, and their systems are brought into a healthy
condition thereby, they are not so liable, to take cold; ytt
no one. with diseased lung scan hear a sudden change of atmosphere with out the liability ot greater r less irritation
of t he bronchial tuh> s.
Full directions in all lamom-.c* a.
nipany my nn-dSclnes, so explicit and cleat that any one can use them
.and mu be bouehl from any
without cm.lilting n
druggh t.
i. 11. StamxcK. M.D.,
No. 1. North ei.xtii Mil t, h!lad* lphi.a.

BUY SO OTHER

A Book for every Woman,
Entitled SEXUAL PH YSIOI.OC Y OF WOMAN, AND
HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically AND PATHOLOGICALLY, lrOUl INFANCY
to Old Agk, with elegant 1 lllstraiivk Engkav:J50 pages, bound tn beautitul French cloth.
inos.
Price $”.oo,
A Book for Evcrylioily.

Flattered by the reception of, and great demand for,
the above valuable and timely treatises, and also to meet
a great need ot the present ago, the author has just published a new book, treating exclusively ot NERVOUS
Price
L'.O pp. cloth.
AND MENTAL DISEASES.
$1 00, or sent frek ou receipt of $:$ tor the other two
books, postage paid.

are,beyond

all comparison, the most extraordiThose
There is
nary works on Physiology ever published.
nothing whatever that the Makkikd or Single, of
or
wish to know, but
Kith Kit SKX.can either require
and many matters of the most
what is fully
Important and interesting character are Introduced to
which no allusion even can be found in any other works
hi our language. AT. the Nkw 1)ihco\ lkiks of the au
thor, whose experience is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any man, are given in lull. No person
should be without these valuable books.
“Valuable Books.—We have received the valuable
medical works published by the Peabody Medical lust!
tute. These books arc ot actual merit, and should find
They are not the
a place in every intelligent family.
cheap order of abominable trash, published by Irresponto
and
sible parties,
gratify coarse tastes, but
purchased
arc written by a responsible professional gentleman o!
on vital matters,
instruction
of
eminence, as a source
concerning which lamentable ignorance exists. The imare
treated with delicacy,
portant subjects presented
ability, and care, and, as an appendix, many useful prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.*’— Coo3
Republican, Lancaster, N. II.
“The author ot these books Is one of the most learned
and popular physicians ot the day, and lw entitled to the
of our race for these Invaluable
t seems to be his aim to induce men and women to
avoid the cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and he tells them just how ami when to do It.**—

explained,

Chronicle, Farmington, Maine, Sept, 7,1869.
Either book sent by mall on receipt of price.
N. B. The Author of the above-named medical works
is the Chief Consulting Physician of the Peabody Medical Institute, and Is 90 constantly employed in consultation with invalids from ull parts ot the country, that he

UOiill.^;,

INVIOLABLE SECRECY

AND

CERTAIN

and Horse Blankets.
Shawls, Tailors Trimmings,

Alpaoca, l ickings, Flannels, Sheetings, Prints, Table Linen
Embossed Covers, Quilts. Linen and Bosoms,
Balmorals, Batting, Ac.

THK

ISyour

MUST AND CHEAPEST I'l.ACE TO HUY

Boots,

CAPS.

HATS As
I, A DIES’

PURS.

Furs made

over.

TRUNKS & VALISES
Umbrellas, Paper Collars, JVeek Ties,
Ilandkorchiofs, Gloves, Shirts,
Drawers, Undershirts, Sue
ponders, &c., &c.
Illi[fnlii(:n, /.«/) Iloln'-i, anil llor.w Rltiiiketn.
WALDOBORO’,

MAINE.

II. KAWSON.

M.

11.

II. Sl’AIII

for all Liutl* of

Mlii|ipiuir I’urt.
p*il«l
Cash paid lor 300 lbs. of blue mixed domestic V AltN
Terms Cash--No Goods Sold on Credit.

('onIt

lwinD&lwhiJ

Waldoboro, Deo. H, isro.

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH,
FARMER

NO

TOO

IS

POOR.
POOR

IS TOO

substitute tor the
water-closet or common privy, and places within roach
lu
the
lu
town
and
country, a tim
of all, rich and poor,
prl
pie means tor providing in the home, a comfortable
and health.
neatness
vale closet, affording' comfort,
Prices $.* to $3». Send for Circulars to
to

buy

Kurth

an

Closet, which is

a

ft

*\ R A f £■

tin uoset

Co,
19 DOANE ST.

^AR
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n o a t

o N.

lyrll

FI HIM YES ELS i] E SALE.

Shoe Store!

Light Company.

(LOTUS,

WATKIUTIOOTS. 'I UIMMINOS,

Iyr17

No. 13 Main Street..

s’

'tValeriiroofs l»«»iigln of iih, Cut 1'icti of
riiitr^r.)
Well linedimcluuUm a Buffalo Robes, Lap Robes,

RKI.IKK.

II. II. FORBES

Stoy

(

has no time to attend to mere business details. Therefore all letters should he addressd to the PEABODY
MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. W. 11. PARKER, the
Medical Assistant of the Author, and his Business
Agent, who, as well as tin* Author himself, may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and ex-

perience.

ami

(UcaafSi'iBiefii'*

productions. NO MECHANIC

fratitudo

Dealers lu

M inufacturers of and

THE SCIENCE OF I IFF, OR SELF-PRESERVATION. A Medical Treatise oil the Cause ami C ure ot
Exhausted Vitality, Piikmaumck Du link in
Man, Nkuvous and Pnr.sn al Dkiui.ity, Hyimh
hondria, and all other diseases arising from the Errors of
Youth, or thk Indiscretions ok Ex4 KSSK3 of mature years. This is Imlead a hook lor every
Price only $1.00.
man.
pages, bound in cloth.

about
Schooner »■ t»fl»luii«l
n7 tons o. in., the Schooner Victory, tlH
aud the .Schooner Util* 4 aute, ‘JO tous
rate
above vesse,. are in
The

i,
......

The
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orderATON_
4*70

(ireen’» Landing, Deer Isle, Dee. AO, 1870.

Shoes and Rubbers.

will Unci the target and ltest assortment
(uml the cheapest prices,) to select trout in the city.
There you

Custom work done In the Latest
stock, at the Lowest i'rices. Also
best manner and at Shoit Notice.

mar <■ o m f. a x i>
tte.i
Belfast, Nov. is, i*:u.

the

feather

Style, and ot the host
repairiag done in the

Cleansing

x f f i je»
H. H. FORBFS.

1S in OPKUATION NKAIl TDK POST OFFICK.
BS AI
A.
Orders may be lelt with
4.V70*
Belfast. Dee. 78.

!MIach.ine!

DENIAL.
v.jr,! Do you say 1 lie.
ill the times that I have knelt
'liu'm! <
Ami y*\vi»rc it at your feet?
l: luemh- ring all the times my soul !ia> thrilled
J. iicaih the pressure of your lips, that gav•»
Kisses lint were so sweet?
!
loved you. ! again repeat;
1 et. do 1 not forget that blissful day
No (iod was in the sky,
And h i\.-n w as not, and earth bad passed away,
\n
m ih :i hour of flweet. delicious jov,
There lived but you and I.
i
k

i

i■

ii, v,

—

1 oat

ihe day my lips tirst said, **l love;”
trie I 1< ved, and yet l never loved:
l lie. not now, 1 lied not then.

wa-

i'vvus

given out, will be renewed at iuture elections
with preparations looking to a greater degree

<
-7
^
vr«
wr
r*
M A 1< E
"1
dent, by an overwhelming majority earnestly
^ «Sj ^ ^ «%! «sl
^ ^ ^
to
be
the
not
misled
unite. They are
preTO THE WORKING CLASS.—Wc are now prepared
by
tence that military force is necessary to pre- to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home,
the^whole o! the time or for th e spare moments. |
vent fraud, for they well know, what all Business new, light, and
profitable. Persons ot either !
pro- j
history proves that military elections are sex rssiiv e arn from 5uc. to $5 per cv eeuing, andthea busi
il
sum
by devoting their whol time to
never honest nor free, that military force at portion
ness.
and girls earn nearly as m uch as meu, That
Boys
elections has always been used by ambitious all who see this notice may send their address, and tost
rulers to hinder a "full and free expression ol the business, we make the unparalleled otter: To such ;
are not well satisfied, we will send $1 to pay for the
the popular sentiment; in fact, to pet petuate as
trouble of writing. Full particulars, a.valuable sample
and cover Iraud, not to prevent it. If elec- which will do to commence work on, and a copy of The The host assortment in Belfast,prices

v

—

____

the door that once swung free
■There
1 Ait h golden hour to welcome me,
on

Eastport,
Ellsworth,

grief rr gladness bringing:
lu dusty shred** that float and fall
sorrow’s
Mirotid ami coftin pall,
Like
'Hi.* t-obw bs old are clinging.
.me

Lewiston.
Auburn,

Bangor,
Belfast,

down the stair:
will not enter there,
'Hie dusty floating cobweb* chide me
I heir curtain drawn before the door,
l'liat cheeks my entrance as before,
The shadowy, stillues, all deride me.
ni-

more

Hy b in'lct eyes my feet
heart i*.

are

Biddeford,
Rockland,
Portland.

Calais,
Augusta.

Rath,

stayed.

Gardiner,

unafraid.
My t< ars the shadows banish:
t he cobwebs gathered on my heart.
I’y sorrow's rain are swept apart.
My foolish fears will vanish.
Mv

once more

Sato,
Hallowed,

n

to

VIGOROUS^

PROTEST.

w

some

meet

popular right

two

3.57
3.00
2.8.5
2.75
2.70
2.62
2.58
2.50
2.40
2.45
2.30
2.30
2,15
2.00
1.81

2.54
years,
tax rate is increased

instances, the

special exigencies,

VotiK, Jan.

Governor Hoffman,in
tils annual message to the Legislature, alludes in strong terms to the presence of the
federal troops in this city on election day.
lie says: The peaceful conduct of the election and the good order of tho city were
made to depend on the discretion of hastily
collected, inexperienced and undisciplined
men, some of them hahitulated to felonious
violations of law, and all of them unused lo
the exercise of important trusts of power,
all having been appointed to one political interest and having a common partisan purpose to subserve. The police, and civil authorities of the city and State, whose duty it
is to preserve order, were ignored under instructions from Washington, as if the people
of the State were in rebellion against the
Government of the United States. It was a
bold attempt on the part of the Federal Government to assume absolute control of the
State and local elections in order to accomplish partisan ends; and officials, both judicial and executive, seemed determined to
prosecute it without any regard to the lights
either of the local officers or of the people,
file law of Congress under which he was
aeting required the Federal judge to appoint
me-half of the whole number of supervisors
from each political party, yet lie deliberately
efused to appoint any of the political organisation which he well knew represented the
great majority of voters in the city: Every
N

Lewiston,
Auburn.

Augusta,
Portland.

Rangor,
Belfast,
Ellsworth,
Calais.
Gardiner.
Biddeford,
Rockland.

Bath,
Saco,
Eastport,
Hallowed,

People's Literary Companion—one of the largest and
family newspapers ever published—all sent tree by
mall. Reader, it you want permanent, profitable work,
address
E. C. A LLEN & CO., Augusta, Maine.

best

or 75.000 Good Spruce Broom
T T Handles. WM. STEELE & CO., Terryville, Conn.

TlfAH'TED.—50,000

EUSAL■ NTH
\% Iiat isit? i Send for
the STAR IN THE WEST, Cincinnati. A large
page weekly ; established 1627. It meets all the wants
of the family; $2.50 per year, $1.25 six months.
Try it.
Specimens tree. Address WILLIAMSON & CANTWELL, Cincinnati, Ohio.
NT A A I* A It U opposes Sects
Best and
j and advocates Primitive Christianity.
cheapest Family Weekly; 6 pages; 46 columns. Edited
Lam
Ekuett
and
,T.
Ait.
Elders
Isaac
S,
by
Only $2 a
year! Specimens free. R. W. CARROLL & CO.,
Ohio.
Pubs,, Cincinnati,
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5 Persons to successfully canvass for
Premiums we other, and reeeive a $25
Waltham Watch for yourself. Address Peoples's Weekly, Dayton, O.

A^ENUiNE
B__-nnd

OATS,

NORWAY

A LSI K K CLOVEK. Sample packages sent
to all Farmers ; also, a copy of the A.MKKICAN STUCK JOURNAL, by enclosing stamp to
N. I’. Bovei: & Co., Purkesburg, Chester Co. Pa.

II
free
™

ivhat xox jeeb;
Yrs Authamt mad UiarlsM for
Send 5 cents, tor
Mailed tree.
specimen, to J. A. BUTTERFIELD, 257
W, Madison Street Chicago.
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denied,

as

he found in Stock.

can

customers have

As many

to send away for

obliged
tide,

in

constantly

them at

a

determined

are

we

them

The latest!

$540.

to

cheaper

been

nice

ar-

j
i

keep!

to

stock, and sell

rates than

be obtained in Boston

or

they

can

HO

VTBW YORK Safe*, til.aui Power Co.
Steam Engines, with and without cut-off, and Sectional Sali-ty Steam Boiler, built in quantities by special
machinery. Send for circular, -If Cortlandt st., N. Y.

WORKS

llaltiuiure, .till,
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Their effects and consequences ;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND

1»R. TL. DIX S
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

Favorably

Known Since

And purchasers must insist
if they do not wish to have
forced upon them.

on
an

1829,
having it
imitation

arranged that
Recollect, the only

is

Dlt. DIX

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by
quacks, who will 6ay or do anything, even perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that he

For

TWENTY YEARS

1871.

One Hundred and Fifty
Thousand copies ot Vlck’« Illustrated Catalogue of Seeds and floral ituide.is publishThk First Edition

ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so wel
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, iiote
Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

engaged

FLOEAL GUIDE

Eastport,

THE

01

Engraving
Vegetable.

ed and ready to send out—100 pages, and an
It is
of almost every desirable Flower and
elegantly printed on line tinted paper, illustrated with
Three Hundred tine Wood Engravings and Two beautiful

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native
more
numerous in Boston than in other
quacks,
large

oiiies,

DR. DIX
refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because ot
his acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through

proudly
so

Ar
IjIU KjU ANU U«rUK l UKA l K,
robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived
lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promists

COLORED PLATES.

|,t

i, .-r

»[.pee

!{aVti%U

Vi t

Li!!

flooded. 1 nsiht on a certificate of
barrel. All others are spurious.

v

IVL-

put

Sargent’s

pronounced
discovered. They are purely vegetable and contain no
mercury. Sold by druggists. Sent by mail on receipt ot
price, ')) etc per oox.
years, and

1,085,742

1809.
7424
4023
2435
26341
4658
16408
9360
5021
7009
4476
3850
7310
5520
6220
8078

1879.

13000
5441
3000
30877
5237
18206
10285
5045
7811

of
MMIAM’S ASTHMA CURB
loss Relieves most violent
paroxysms in Jive minute* and effects a speedy cure. Frice $2 by mall.
S3
33
THE JAPANESE HAIK STAIN
24
Colors the whiskers and hair a beautiful ulyck or
17
15KOWX. It consists ot only one preparation. 75 cents
13
by mail. Address S. C. IIPHAM, NY. 721 Jayne Street,
12
Fhlladelphia, Pa. Circulars sent free. Sold by all Drug10
gists

Percentage
Gain

or

li

3
1-2

4496

3750
7074
5293
5758
7378

—3
—3

USE THE “VEGETABLE \
IOwDpFJLMOYARI' BALAAM.” JO I U

1 Q9K

The old standard remedy tor Coughs, Colds, Consumption.
Nothing better." Cutler Bros, & Co,, Boston.

Agents!

Read This!

WE

PSYC'lIOJft

A

CARD.

Independent

Line !

remedy, he relies upon Mkkcuky, and gives it
patients, in Pills, Drops, Ac., so the Nostrummaker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts.
Specific, Antidote, Ac., both relying upon its effects in
curing a few in a hundred, it is trumpeted iu various
way9 throughout the land; but, alas! nothing Is said of
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and
are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until relieved or cured, it posssible, by competent physicians,

other
to all his

no

BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some uuack doctors aud nostrum-makers, yet, regardless
of the life and health oi others, there are those among
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving
mercury to their patients, or that it is contained iu their
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for
protesaedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,”
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many
are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.
DR. DIX’S

chargea

are

very moderute.

Communications

sacredly

Confidential, aud all may rely on him with the strictest
secrecy and confidence, whatever may be the disease, condition or situation of any one, married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail aud Express to all parts ot tat*
United States,
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to
insure an answer.
Address Dr. L.Dix,No. 21 Endicctt St. Boston, Mass.
Boston Jan. 1 1870—1 $r

THE LADIES—The celebrated DR.

DIX

L,
all Ladies who need
Medical
TOparticularly invites
to call at his
21 Endicott St..
a

Surgical adviser,
Boston, Mass., which they

/•/•/?V# •'lffa

will Und

arranged

tor their

special accommodation.
DR. DIX having devoted over twenty years to this
particular branch of the treatment ol all diseases peculiai
to females, it is now conceded by all, (both in this couu
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practicioners In the safe, speedy and effectual treatment oi all

female complaints.
His medicines aro prepared with the express purpose
of removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, unnatural suppressions,enlargements of the womb, also all
disenarges which flow from a morbid state of the blood
The Doctor is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the
female sex, and they are respectfully invited to call at
X«*

91

Eadlcotl

Streei.

All letters requiring advice
tnsuro an ana wer,
Boston. Jan, 1 1871 —lyr

must
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Watch No. 11,4— bearing Crude Mark,
Atherton &Co.," manufactured by the 1. S. Watch Co.
lias been carried by me seven months; its total variation
from mean time being only six seconds A. L. DKNN IS.
President N. ,J K. It. & T. Co.
Watch No. Ild5, Stem Winder—bearing Trade-Mark,
Frederic Atherton &. Co., Marion, r- .1.," manufactured
by United States Watch Co., has been carried by me
14 months; 0 months of that time at sea, and in all the
various climates of Europe. During that time and since
my return it has not varied one second per week
H. LASSINO, Manager Knicke bucket- Life lnsur
slice Co., 101 ltruadway. N. V.
Utica, N V., Feb. 15, i,>.o.
Watch No.1058, Stem Winder- -jearing Trade-Murk,
“Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N. d.,’ manula-lured by U. S. Watch Co., has been carried by me twenty
months; its total variation from meau time being !iv<
/.. C. 1MUKST,
seconds per mouth.
Asst. Sunt. S. V. C. & II. p. a.
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i. VKOOMAN F.ngineer N. Y. C. A 11. II. 1..
U'a:- u No. 1<>:;7 Stem Winder—bearing lradcM.uk,
Frederic Atherton & Co., Marion, N.d., ntamita tar
cd by V. S Watch Co., has been carried by no; due.
.June, In;. its total variation from mean time 1>< ing onH FN II' SMI 1 H
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Manufacture ot

TH U1NTKLS
In nil Varieties and Styles,
CITY OF
BELFAST, the west side of I’hcnlx Bow,
THE

over Black’s
Straw Factory.
These'1'runks are offered to the public at w holesale or
retail, and as cheap as they can be purchased in Boston.
They are warranted to suit. Trunks and Valises made
to order.
REPiiiuiTCi no**:.
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ill*. BUI MAN.
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Optician, i9 Sole Agent
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HOUSE

In-

0 :~

establishment, when- he oilers ruin
to the trawlling pul,
c,
lie will thorough lemwate toe house make
improvenients and every way conform li modern needs.
1 he table will be supplied with all the dihcacies that
can be procured,and
special at tent ion giva n !o o*al*-i .el
neatness iu the sleeping
apartment-.
All the stages leaving the city taki th.ar
.l.-partiii
from this house. Coaches mu
regularly t the boat-,
and guests conveyed to any part 0! tin
,o ,\.imtr\
Belfast, May 10, !>,'o.
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M. I)., Author ol the die.n p,.u..k. Ac.
The world-renowned author, in thi- admirablt 1 .dm
clearly proves from b i* own cxperii m-e tlmt tin awin'
consequences ol Sell Abuse ma\ lie eih-cumllv icnnr,. ■.
without medicine*, anti will.out d.-mg.-mu* *ut;o.:
operations, bougies, instrument*, ring-.
r 11 »
pointing out a mode ol etna at once certain ami ml.
by which every sullen r m* mait-r what idn,
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great variety is in Stock,

every

customer

can

tastes in Price and

so

gratify

that
their

Style.

This woll-known remedy doea not dry
up a Cough, and
leave the cauf** behind, ns to the ease witti most prepar
•tiona; but it loueeus and eleanBea the lungs, and alia vs
time
irritation,
removmg the cause of tlie complaint
K.KTIl W. FOWIJE A SOS,
Proprietors. Horton. Sold
by liruggtota uml dealers hi medicines generally

Winter Arrangement.
Inside

Lice—Portland, Penobscot
Bay & Macbias.
THE STEAMER

City

or Iticliiuoiitl

(apt. WM. E. DENNISON.
Will make one trip per week, leaving Railroad Wharf,
Portland, every i'llliHSDAY EVKNINO.at lo o'clock,
or on arrival of Expresa Train from Bouton, tor ltocklaud, Camden, Helium, Castlue, Deer Idle, Sedgewlck,
So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbrldge, .lonesport
and Machlasport.
Returning will leave Machlasport every Monday Morning at J o’clock, touching at the above nanu-d landing.

CYKUS PATTERSON, Agent.
ti-c:i

Iteifast, Dec, 14,1870.

NOTICE.

It. SWAN & CO., having purchased the
HAVLOi: & BOSTON.
WILLIAM
Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of H. J, AN
J
DKKSON, k.,
entire
are now opening an
now stock
consisting in part of the following articles.
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA COFFEE

FLOUR, COFFEE
l*ORK,
HAVANA
ST. JAGO
BEEF,
MUSCOVADO
LAUD,

FISHING VESSEL

F0R~SALE™

*' 1*Kchooner Heuator, :»6 tons, o.m.
u verv good vessel in every
respect. Well
found in Sails and Rigging, has fjo fathoms new ruble.
Will be sold very low,
R. I*. (.AIJDNKK,
ms
Bucksport, Me.

II icskdls
C \

Magic Salve
R R S

TETTER! TETTER!! TETTER!!'
Null

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggist* mul country stores.
F. 1!. II IESKKI.E, Broprietor, Hannor, Ale.
(i. c. Goodwin & Go., Wholesale
Agents, its Hanover
Street, Boston, Mass.
Brice :ti cents per Box.
lyr-.’l

Savings

Belfast
NOW

IS

Bank^

RIO
j
JAPAN TEA,
“A penny
a penny earned.”
OOLONG
RAISINS
made on or before the 1st of
any month,
TOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISH, Ac.
will be placed upon interest
every month', (except
A full and complete assortment of Groceries, which we
in May and November) and interest
computed upon the
iuvlte purchasers to call aud examine, uml we will
same in June and December.
make

price* satisfactory.
WM. B. SWAN,
A.

Belfast, May 1, lSdtf.

CUTTER SIBLEY.

ii a i.i.s ,v ci
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DEBOSns

Deposits received

milN'h1;

dally*'at

ki|<V4

Iri
t'
JOHN M. ylJIMBY,
lrcus.
Belfast, July 13,187u.

the Banking Hoorn, from *J
Saturdays! from u to I A M.
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where It-.- will keep constantly
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lflair, also Corn, Flour ami < it..
Thankful t >.-past Invars Ii- :.
tinuunee ol 11,. *ume.
Bel f .Ht Fi-b. ] u l.S/o,

at Ri-dticnl Pries

TilK TIME TO DKBOSIT.
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Rheuin, Chillbluiua, Scalds, Pimples, Blotches, Frosted
Limbs, inflamed Ryes, Files, and all Rruptions «.( tin*
Skin. Also good for Scratches on horses.
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Kiy.dpelas. Scald Head, Ringworms, Fleers, Burns,
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Boston, July

attention ot persons making investment of
money is called to the above very desirable security.
The Bonds run tor twenty years, at six per cent, inter
est iu gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of tin
which costs nearly nine hundred thousand
dollars. The w hole amount ot these bonds to he issued
is limited to one hundred and tilty thousand dollars,
each bond bearing a certificate of one of the trustees
that it is u portion ot the said limited amount.
The money markets ol the world do not present a
better or safer security.
These bonds are now otiered lor sale on liberal terms.
W T. COLBLBN, Treasurer.
Apply to
Belfast June 1,1870.
Lit

11A I I.HOAD
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$1.00.
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A First Class Investment.

In order to avail themselves
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;the diamond glasses,

that each
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i.ung-

■*.
: Knot.-,
bit. 1>< »\V
I'h) sit*i« tt ami .sa g.
street, Boston, is oimultcd ilaiiy t• *- ill arnea-i 11111 i* o'
P: i. § > -: 1 s L t v r i 1 1* rilling tt!
to tin- t'eiuale sy.sti-m,
Menstrua
Womb, Fluor Aihua, mi| pr* i»• nT ..1,0
w
Derangements, are all treated oil
paihol* gi
1 w
principles, ami speedy r* -li* i guar.ml. d h a o
days, Su invariably certain is the new mode ««l uaat
lUent. that most obstinate complaints yield under it,
lie utHictcd person soon rejoice- in peril rt health.
and
l)r. bow li is no doubt bad greater ex pi 1 hnn in tin
cure
d discus*--; of women than anv oilur pli; i' i.tii
Bo ton.
1. nt- w
m
w t-l.
Boarding accoinutodat' .us lor j
to stay iu Boston a lew day- umb : hi- tr* at un-ut.
br. bow, since 1M.*. having coiuim-d h:s wl;
:,tt*i;
,0 i-:
tion to an ollic** practice lor 1 iie cur
1 n
and Female Complaint ', ovum
the I'nitcd States.
-c,A, B -All letters mu- r
will not be answered
••
\. m. to
Ofliee hours from

La rye

Price, Quality and Style.
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Price 7•> eta,

THEY COT THEM FREE OF CHARGE.

him.in.

total vari..tioii Horn no an time being
seven seconds
A. 11. KIM. 7 Turk Place, N.Y.
nth rut iii t i m
\ iiv-i'n
hla-tii t one .Spring Co., N. .1. Cur bprinp
and li. < o.

mi.; i

t:

t

1

i

< in

waicamnsui

* t« w
tin most 1 il.-.tressing e- sea ot Phtiii-o
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly toth*•ant air cells ami relief is immedia! e ami certain

Simonton Bros & Co.

•! I., I'n.l- .1 Sl:.t.-s Wut. k Co Lu»
tnu.*.
l
I.;ii< 1C. lii'i,
Itvasuiv.
W itch Co., lias bet n carried by uu* six mouths; its to
»:;! variation imm mean time being only eight second
per iin.i.l li. Have been t rav tiling through didereut Sec
•ions ot the
-untry, ii tit New V.-rk V* (julvastou. lex
c
uni back, b> .«tf mcr and railroad.
h. KICK,
I W hitne> A ICif
17d h'roadway, N. *Y
St \ ni r.\ l'enn., Keb. .'it, Ima*
•v
.i
.No, I i' ■—bea; mg Irade-Mark,
Frederic
>
Maii.m N.
Atherton
manufactured by L'.b,
Watch
.has been carried by me the three months
it total
ii iation
Pro in menu t iiue being only h seconds
Ini ing that '• ime 11 1*17 I. AM V engineer 1* & L. li. K.
tt
Wat<
No.
Frederh
'-.tiiig Trade-Mark,
h•
Marion, N.
manufactured by l ti
Watch Co., Ini' In a n
irricai by me eleven mouths, Ua
Hiiimit:.. air.
in tl'« wilrn*

••
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HON. L. E. CHITTENDEN’S Certificate).
M <i
N.
.V
0"Watch No. insO. Stem Wi i.I.’t—l.e:irins[ i’r:ul.-M:,vk. KmWi. Allterlon
.ml*

Belfast, April 20, 1870.
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BACKACHE.

$5 TO $10 PER DAY.JKSiSSYSS

j

n111

cVri^w^n1.^11

long experience, practice,and observation.

be not
by the

srr-'iii

KKOSTRD

NICKER AND

ROTII

••

other
entrance to bis office is Ho. 11, hav
with
his
no
connection
residence,
lng
consequently no
family interruption, so that on no account cau any person
hesitate applying at his office.
so

18

VICK'S

Street, Boalon, Rasa.
patients never sec or hear each

‘11 Bndicott

WINDERS AND KF.Y WINDERS,
WATCHES, PENDANTMuVKMKNTS

MANUFACTURERS
tiniT
1

YORK.

NEW

MAIDEN

13

ti.u

Incident to Married and Single Ladies*
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases ot the
Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on
the Faco; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more advanced, at all ages, ot
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

Should occasion require you to purchase
Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, be particularly careful to see. that the initials are it.
A. ‘This isthu article that has been so

CO.,

&

WATCH CO.,
UNITED STATES
LANE,

VvfLL BE FORFEITED BY Dlt. 1..D1X j
flailing to oure in less time thau any 1
other physician, more effectually and permanently with !
less restraint from occupation or less exposure to ali ;
pleasant medicines.
weather, with safe
SELF-ABUSE NI) SOLITARY HABITS,

SITUATIONS,

Ii. A.

*—

$t)UUi

O^AXJTIOKT.

N. J.

IMPORTERS, MAN CPA CTl U I'US. A NO JoRRERs

WM, E. HOOPER & SONS,
:tmli

MARION,

WALES

GILES,

MANUFACTURED BY

COMPANY,

WATCH
& CO.

GILES, WALES

TWINES & NETTING.

THE

OF

STATES

UNITED

FISHERMEN!

EjrScnd for Price-List.

Feet Front -Iron am! <ila>*.

:100

New York.

and pretentions of
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
wh>know little of the nature aud character of Special
The most beautiful and the most instructive Floral
and less to their cure. Some exhibit
Diseases,
forged
Guide published. ALrEKIMA Y EDITION pubDiplomas ol Institutions or Colleges, which never existed f
lished, in all other respects similar to the English.
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the
Sent free to all my customers ot lt>?0, as rapidly as
how
Dead,
obtained, unknown: not onlv
and
possible, without application. Sent to all others who advertising in names of those inserted in assuming
the
Valuation.
Percentage of order them tor Tea Cleats, which is not half the but to further their imposition assume names of diplomas,
other celcost.
Address
I860
1870
Gain.
byrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived
.HUE* VICK.
263
8,813,626
2,426,374
Hoc lira ter, M. 1
QUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
139
1,224,080 2,918,101
'Js
through false certificates and references, aud recommend
4,881,135
2,460,004
ations ol their medicines by the dead, who cannot
65
17,866,002 29,439,257
expose
or contradict them ; or who, besides, to further their im64
6,015,601
9,851,561
from medical books, much that is written
copy
positions,
48
1,802,307
2,660,879
% Ll< DISEASES OF THE UIUNAUY ORGAN'S, of the qualities aud effects of different herbs and plants
38
896,299 1,223,199
1 \ J urt imination of the Kidneys, Iutlammatlou of the and ascribe all the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics
30
1,170,328
1,523,452
Bladder, or any affections that interfere with the func- kc., most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
20
of the ancient belief of its
1,723,501
2,179,243
tions of these organs always cause great pain and weakcuring everything,” but uow
known to
kill more than is cured,” and those not
21
5.682,402
4,593,647
To relieve this,
ness in the small of t he back and loins.
killed, constitutionally injured for life.
2 ft
a diuretic medicine is necessary.
2,614,861
3,149,355
9
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
5,876,993
0,393,876
Dr.
Backache Pills
4
3.116,374
2.991,564
NOSTRUM-MAKERS.
have been thoroughly tested for the past thirty-eight
901.080
1-2
897,898
Through the ignorance ol the Quack Doctor, knowing
the most etticieut diuretic ever

Population.

Calais,
Augusta,
Gardiner,
Eastport,

$57

V 5 cis.

UFII4MDEPILATORY

Biddeford.

designs

*

59
Average for ten years,
KKOR6E A. KELLEY,
From Hallowell we have no returns for the
YYliuloiule llruggiit,
valuation ot 1870, but on comparing the same
28 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Fa,
eities with reference to population, we find
Hallowell coming up to the third place in the
POWDER.
Removes superfluous hair In Jive minntet, without
list, The following are the census returns of
injury to the skin. Sent by mail for $1.25.
1860 and 1870:

Lewiston,
Auburn,
Hallowell,
Portland,
Ellsworth,
Bangor,

vary from

Uin

ostentatiously
—4
Belfast,
purpose was to irritate and excite the
—71-2
Saco,
—0
people and to provoke tumult, which might
Bath,
result in breaking up the election and depriv12
Average gain for ten years,
ing the city of its vote. The President well
who engage in our new business make from
to $IO
knew that the people intended no forcible reIt appears from this table, first that the per day in their own localities. Full particulars and
instructions sent free by mail. Those in need of persistance to the law.
Their determination eities have been
growing at an average rate manent, profitable work, should address at once. GEO.
was to meet it simply and
exclusively by the of 12 per cent, while the population in the STINSON & CO., Portland, Maine.
force of public opinion.
It must have been State at
large lias been nearly stationary. A
apparent to every mind that the interest of second glance shows that the growth is main‘he great majority in tho
city was to have a ly along the lines of the railway, and like
WILL PAY A6EXTM A SALARY
quiet and orderly election. It could lie tho the increase of valuation is most marked at
of
per week and expenses, or all a large
interest only of a minority to provoke an out- the
centres.
If now we take commission, to sell our new and wonderful inveutions,
manufacturing
break.
Flic President knew, also, that even the relative
Address
M.
& CO., Marshall, Mich.
WAGNER
positions of twelve ol these cities
it disorder ot
any degree should ensue, the in these three tables, omitting Hallowell for
whole civil and police power of tho State, the lack of returns and
and EllsA.HTC1T.—Any lady or gentleman can
sustained by the National Guard, a military worth on account of the Eastport of their
make $1,000 a month, secure their own happiness
irregularity
and independence, bv obtaining PSYCIIOMANCY,
organization of our own citizens, composed present tax rate, wo shall find a remarkable FASCINATION, or SOUL CHARMING. 100 pages;
<>t men ot all classes and all
political parties coincidence. The numbers in the following cloth. Full instructions to use this power over men cr
animals at will, how to Mesmerize, become Trance or
and maintained by tho State to do service as
table represents the positions given above :
Writing Mediums. Divination, Spiritualism, Alchemy,
occasion may demand for the State or tho
of Omens and Dreams, Brigham Young’s
Population. Valuation. Tax Rate. Philosophy
I nited States, and which lias never
Harem, Guide to Marriage, &c,, all contained in this
failed
yet
1
I
I
Lewiston,
book; 100,000 sold; price by mail, in cloth $1.25, paper
in its duty to either, were both
2
2
2
ready and Auburn.
covers $1. Notice.—Any person willing to act as agent
aide to preserve order and protect all officers
will receive a sample copy of the work free. As no
4
Portland
3
7
ot the law in the execution of judicial
5
4
3
capital is required, all desirous of genteel employment
Bangor,
processhould send for the book, enclosing lo cts. for postage,
9
5
Biddeford.
5
ses amt 'lie
discharge of official duty.
to T. W. EVANS & CO., 41 South 8th St., Philadelphia.
s
7
Notwithstanding all ’his, by the President’s Calais,
3
0
7
Augusta,
orders, ( nited States troops were brought
s
S
11
Gardiner,
from distant posts a id quartered in the city
9
10
6
Rockland,
6
ot Now York, and
HI
4
Belfast,
hips of war wore anchor11
12
12
Saco,
A Clergym an, while residing in South America as a
ed in its barlr
It was certainly not un12
11
10
Bath,
missionary, discovered a sale and simple remedy for the
reasonamc to
expect mat me ltrst drop ot
Cure of Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, Diseases of
to
the
Contrary
general improssion, the the Urinary and Seminal Organs, and the whole train of
citizens blood sited in the city of New York
heaviest tax rate appears to accompany the disorders brought on by baneful and vicious habits.
by Fedora! troops in times of peace might most
increase
of property and popula- Great numbers have been cured by this noble remedy.
rapid
lead to terrible results, involving great loss
Prompted by a desire to benefit the afflicted and unfortuof life and untold destruction of property. tion, though it would be a very hasty gener- nate, I will send the recipe for preparing and using this
lization to infer that a place may be made to medicine, in a sealed envelope, to any one who needs it,
as
Chief
of
Therefore,
Magistrate this State,
Free of charge. Address JOSEPH T. IN
MAN, Station
by ii creasing the rate of taxation. The D. Bible
(
House, New York City.
barged with the duty of enforcing the laws grow
no doubt, that the wants of a growtruth
is,
and preserving order within its boundaries, I
used every exertion and made every prepara- ing community arc apt to outstrip their
tion and provision in mv power to preserve means, and the perpetual danger, to be
SANFORD'S
order and protect the people in their rights, watched and checked, is the tendency in such
to
The
tax
municipal extravagance.
their lives and property. At the last moment, places
in this city is too high ; but it is less than
that is to say. the afternoon immediately he- rate
the average rate of the cities of Maine, while
tore tlie election, the ollieers of the United
in the percentage of increase for population
States fortunately and wisely abandoned the
WINTER ARRANGEMENT!
the last ten years.Portland stands third
extreme ground they had taken, and entered during
and for valuation fourth. In gross gain of
into a stipulation with the local authorities of
R E D U G F. t> ! !
behind Lewiston F A R E
-New York city, and in my presence, which population Portland falls
of valuation leads
resulted in preventing any armed interference only, and in gross increase
THE STEAMER
of troops, either of the United States or of that city, which leaps all others, by live milK ATAI1D1N,
the State. Nevertheless, it is well known lions. Hardly any of our cities come up to
the Western scale of taxation, which in the
'hat about two thousand
Capt. H. S. RICH
Deputy U. S. Mar- 33 cities of Ohio
3.14 per cent. In
shals were appointed in the
Will leave BELFAST tor BOSTON every Monday at 1
city of New Cleveland the rateaverages
is 3.10, in Cincinnati 1.1U,
o’clock P. M., inakiug
York, who were, each one of them, armed
with what is known as the navy revolver, in Sandusky 3.40, in Toledo 3.99, and in CanOne Trip per Week through the Winter.
the
have
been
waton
where
RETURNING—Will leave BOSTON every Thursday
worn in the belt
people
building
(tearing ttie designation of
at 4 o’clock I*. iSL
the Federal Army. They did not, it is true, ter works the rate fairly touches 4 per cent.
FARE TO BOSTON,
Gazette, which publishes
$2.50.
form tiny portion of the regular force of tho The Cincinnati
CJEO.
WELL*. Ageaf.
these figures, says “Ohio must in some way
army and navy. They were undisciplined
tf24
Belfast, Dec. 10, 1870.
bo relieved from this tremendous incubus, or
ami without a military commander, but
they at the close of the next decade she will stand
were armed by the United States Government
and paid out of its treasury, and were sta- fifth or sixth in the rank of States instead of
tioned thus armed at the election polls, bavin" third as now.”
been taught that they were the superiors of
PROPELLOR LINE.
the lawfully appointed peace ollieers of the
Greatness axi> Ingratitude. As he that
ATE AI9IMH11*
State, upon whom the preservation of order can revenge au injury, and will not, discovin a large city
A Ij LIA N G E
depends. It was due to the ers a great and magnanimous soul, so lie that
Capt. T. It. SHUTK,
patient forbearance of the people and to the can return a kindness, and dare not, shows a
mean and contemptible
earnest endeavors and
Will commence her regular trips between Bangor and
spirit.
great coolness and
wharf Boston, THURSDAY,
Battery
leaving
Boston,
discretion of the peace officers ot the
city,
APR! 1.7,1870, touching at Belfast, Sandy Point, Hucksthat order was preserved.
aud
has
Westbrook
Bangor.
of
port, Winterport
Freight and passeugers
j
appointed a committee
rales.
I deem it my solemn duty to
protest, now j five to oppose the division of the town before taken at reasonable S. S. LEWIS it SON, Agents.
formally, against these outrages which it is the next legislature.
tl^9
Belfast, April t'» lw
if the

Shawls

Paisley

Mean.

1870.
3.10
3.50
3.00
2.80
2.50
2.25
2.45
2.50
2.60
2.50
2.50
2.30
2.20
2.00
1.80

where the rate in 18(18 was 2.7(1, and has
been increased for the payment of old indebtedness, including $3000 for commutation notes.
The large increase in Ellsworth is also noteworthy and is due, no doubt, to some special
cause.
Notwithstanding the heavy burdens
of the last decade, it appears that all these
cities have increased their valuation appreciably, except Eastport, which has been devastated by tire, while its shipyards have been
closed and the repeal of the reciprocity treaty
has injured its fishing interest:

•IF*ar heart." I murmur then with tears.
!u all the busy coming years,
This room shall be my chosen altar;
Forever more its door shall bo
I .“ft open wide to welcome me,
W e .< up These stairs my feet shall falter.”

A

1*66.
4.04
2.50
2 70
2.70
2.60
2.68
2.70
2.50
2.38
2.40
2.0ft
2.30
2.10
2.00
1.821-2

Average for
In

wi<i• the long-shut door,
step across the echoing floor.
And. >wingiug back the shutter.
Toe mell >w summer moon looks in
A- if my lonely heart to win
From thoughts I cannot utter.
1
1

*-*

\ SPECIALTY!

tions are not honest they should be made so
by the force of public opinion and by law.
Military force asserts its supremacy over both
and is itself a fradulent and final overthrow
ot the ballot. No State is or ever was more
devoted than New York to the Union and the
Federal Government: none more submissive
to that Government's constitutional authority :
none more ready to detend its
I -\ ill not •>•'» demean the bit of (iod
rights and
But our Union is a
vindicate its power.
Within tne. as To say that I have loved
You, as 1 know you are.
union of States; the elements of its great
\l
el!, ’hat knelt hi worship to my sun.
are the home governments of the
strength
but '>iuile*> u vrorii upon the borrowed light
To
weaken parts is to endanger the
people.
of mv wan faltering star!
whole to depend for the peace and order ot
Xml vet that 1 have loved—that 1 have loved
I ntii the vny bliss was agony
localities upon the Federal Vnuy is not selfWitness my bleeding heart!
government : to substitute the regular soldier
The arth K sweet, though but a plaee of graves.
with his musket as a peace officer in place of
\:nl 11<*:tv* 'ii. though M ight, > fat—in mortal pain.
the constable with bis writ, is not to preserve
When soul amt body part!
the peace, but to establish the condition of
“i*ity me 1” 1 throw v >;:pity to you fare:
war; to surrender elections to the control of
! would m>i Nike m*
ir Vom off the rack
the President, supported by armed forces,is to
F »r world untold.
surrender liberty and to abandon a republic.
1 do e1111 in ali its bleeding pain.
A
tint the lire that purer brings from flame
The yellow gold.
From the Portland Advertiser.
i.a
mill'* from death : 1 have been born again,
bv fission's throes. t<» nobler, higher life,’
TAXATION IN MAINE.
d here is begot
XV tInn me >ucli a royal, lofty scorn
One of the necessary results of the -war
i»; a'I thing- ia-* and false 1 can but suv,
which ended live years ago, is an aggregate
A way ! 1 loved you not!
ot debt, national and local, which can he estimated but not computed, and now bears
with a steady pressure upon every man’s prop
COBWEBS.
erty. For four years the national and local
as
I go,
Willi it'd that fairer
governments were borrowing at home and
'! hen -I'ivver step, and vet mote slow.
abroad the means to prosecute the struggle
r P rli" sleep <tair I clamber;
for political existence, and now, when pay
Inst a*« ’.In* day dies down the west.
And night i' bom, am! sombre guest,
day comes around every spiing, the assessor
I imar tie* haunted eliamber.
ligures a tax which, if the valuation were
accurate, would in most countries
strictly
1 -laud before the silent door.
amount to a fair rate of interest upon the
Wli- re i »ve lias .tried “come in,” before:
To lift tin lateh my hand advances;
possessions ol every citizen. The following
i lu .k, I tdino*-’. hope to sec
tables exhibits the tax levy for the past two
I
look
out
to
I In* f e e
loved
rue
years in the fifteen cities of Maine:
Wi:li it!i its happy, old-time glances.
tax KATE.

i turn mtt
i will not,

v*

1

Wba h is the real—the burning, sandy plain.*
)f thoM* miragean sLrcams and waving groves,
1 hat dazzle wearied men?
1 eve did but clothe the desert of your soul
\
th s.-rd ire that was growing tn my own:
Thus turned my heart to you.
Tl.f mirage tied before inv nearer sight'
j u« w*i >:iid i loved the desert plain—
1 hits am I false, yet true!
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of intimidation and coercion.
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